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Sommaire 

Les tableaux de bord sont de puissants outils électroniques qui peuvent fournir des informations 

exploitables et utiles pour une intervention rapide et une prise de décision éclairée. Ils peuvent être 

particulièrement bénéfiques pour favoriser un vieillissement en bonne santé en fournissant aux 

professionnels de la santé un aperçu en un coup d'œil des conditions du patient (par exemple, les 

personnes âgées). Alors que la population des personnes âgées augmente dans plusieurs pays, dont 

le Canada, un grand nombre d'entre eux seront forcés de déménager dans des résidences pour 

personnes âgées pour des raisons telles que la fragilité, la démence ou le sentiment de solitude. 

Cette population importante de personnes âgées augmentera la charge de travail des infirmières et 

des professionnels de la santé travaillant dans ces lieux, en raison du fait que les personnes âgées 

ont besoin de visites fréquentes et d'une surveillance en raison de leur état de santé. Ce problème 

a le potentiel de mettre plus de pression sur le système de santé déjà tendu dans les prochaines 

années. La pénurie d'infirmières et de main-d'œuvre rend la situation plus grave, en particulier 

dans les pays développés. Il faudrait donc prendre des initiatives pour soutenir les soignants de ces 

résidences. 

Le tableau de bord peut jouer un rôle clé pour aider les professionnels de la santé dans leurs tâches 

car il peut fournir des informations en un coup d'œil et en temps réel sur la situation actuelle. De 

nos jours, avec les progrès technologiques dans les dispositifs de détection et l'infrastructure IoT 

ainsi qu'un accès Internet élargi, la surveillance des patients à distance est devenue une option 

réalisable. Par ailleurs, en utilisant un tableau de bord, les professionnels de la santé peuvent 

visualiser les informations collectées à distance pour surveiller les personnes âgées vivant dans 
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des résidences, ce qui fera gagner un temps considérable aux professionnels de la santé et les aidera 

à servir plus de patients. 

Cependant, il est important de considérer que les résidences pour personnes âgées accueillent 

généralement un grand nombre de résidents et les professionnels de la santé qui les desservent. 

Chaque professionnel de la santé est motivé par certains objectifs et exécute des tâches précises 

selon des priorités différentes. Cette différence change la façon dont chaque fournisseur de soins 

de santé utilisera le tableau de bord, car ils ont besoin d'informations qui les aident dans leurs 

tâches principales. Les informations qu'un groupe de professionnels de la santé trouve bénéfiques 

peuvent ne pas être utiles pour un autre groupe. Ainsi, la méthode de visualisation utilisée pour un 

individu peut ne pas être significative pour un autre. Par conséquence, les informations doivent 

être présentées de manière personnalisée et adaptée à un utilisateur ciblé. Il est important de 

souligner que la visualisation appropriée des informations dans les tableaux de bord est un facteur 

clé pour offrir une valeur réelle aux utilisateurs. Cette diversité de besoins, de préférences et de 

priorités doit être prise en compte tout au long de l'élaboration du tableau de bord.  

En raison de la diversité des rôles et des intérêts existant dans les résidences pour personnes âgées, 

et compte tenu du coût élevé du développement du tableau de bord, il est très difficile de 

développer des tableaux de bord séparés pour chaque partie. Cependant, les solutions existantes 

dans la littérature sont développées à l'aide de méthodes statiques et se concentrent sur la 

satisfaction des besoins d'un groupe particulier. Ces approches limitent les capacités des tableaux 

de bord existants à s'adapter aux besoins des différentes personnes. 

Dans cette étude, nous présentons AMI-Dash comme une tentative de réalisation d'une solution de 

tableau de bord qui permet une conception dynamique et une visualisation appropriée des 

informations pour plusieurs groupes. Notre solution vise à fournir les bonnes informations aux 

bonnes personnes en minimisant le temps nécessaire pour fournir un tableau de bord aux 

professionnels la santé, afin de les aider dans l'exercice de leurs fonctions en accédant à des 

informations exploitables.  

Nous avons également évalué notre solution sous deux aspects : l'évaluation de l'interaction 

homme-machine et l'évaluation technique. Le résultat de notre évaluation montre que la solution 

proposée peut satisfaire à la fois les exigences de l'utilisateur final et les exigences techniques tout 

en maintenant un haut niveau de satisfaction. 
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Summary 

Dashboards are powerful electronic tools that can provide actionable insights for timely 

intervention and wise decision-making. They can be particularly beneficial to support healthy 

aging by providing healthcare professionals with at-a-glance overview of health conditions of 

patients (e.g., older adults). As the population of older adults is increasing in several countries 

including Canada, a large number of them will be forced to move to Senior Residences due to 

reasons like frailty, dementia or loneliness. This swelled senior population will increase the 

workload of nurses and health professionals working in these places, due to the fact that older 

adults need frequent visits and monitoring because of their health condition. This issue has the 

potential to put more pressure on the already stretched healthcare system in the next years. The 

situation is aggravated when it is coincided with the shortage of nurses and workforce especially 

in developed countries. Therefore, initiative should be taken to support healthcare professionals in 

these residences.  

Dashboard can play a key role to support healthcare professionals in their tasks as it can provide 

real-time information about the current situation in more helpful visualization form. Nowadays, 

with technological advancements in sensing devices and IoT infrastructure along with broadened 

internet access, remote patient monitoring has become a feasible option. By utilizing a dashboard, 

healthcare professionals can visualize information collected remotely to monitor patients/ older 

adults living in senior residences, which will save a considerable time of healthcare professionals 

and support them to serve more patients.  
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However, it is important to consider that senior residences usually host a large number of older 

adults and healthcare professionals that serve them. Each healthcare professional is driven with 

certain goals, and they have different tasks and priorities. This difference, change how each 

healthcare professional will utilize the dashboard, as they need information that helps them in their 

main tasks. The information that a group of healthcare professionals find beneficial might not be 

useful for another group, and the visualization method used for an individual might not be 

meaningful for another. Therefore, information should be presented in a personalized way to the 

targeted user. It is important to emphasize that appropriate visualization of interesting information, 

in dashboards is a key factor to deliver real value to dashboard users. 

Due to the variety of roles and interests that exists in senior residences, and considering high 

development cost of a dashboard, developing separate dashboards for each party is not only 

difficult but also time consuming. Still, existing solutions in the literature are developed using 

static methods and they focused on satisfying the needs of a particular group in their domain. These 

approaches limited the capabilities of existing dashboards to adapt to the needs of different people. 

We argue that dashboard has to be tailored in order to address the diversity in needs, preferences 

and priorities of healthcare professionals. In this study we introduce AMI-Dash as an attempt to 

achieve a dashboard solution that allows dynamic design and information visualization. Our 

solution focused on providing the right information to the right people while minimizing the time 

required to deliver a dashboard to health professionals, so that supporting them in performing their 

duties by accessing timely and actionable information. 

We also evaluated our proposed solution from two aspects: Human-Computer Interaction 

Evaluation and Technical Evaluation. The result of our evaluation shows that proposed solution 

can satisfy both end-user and technical requirements while maintaining a high-level of satisfaction 

among users.
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Introduction 

Dashboards can be a powerful tool to enhance aging as they can provide awareness and at-a-glance 

information about the health condition of older adults. Giving care and health assistance to seniors 

becomes critical considering healthcare professionals shortage, especially in senior residences 

where frail residents (e.g., with physical and cognitive conditions) must be continuously monitored 

as part of the daily routine. This situation is worsened when the shortage of healthcare 

professionals is coupled with swelling population of older adults, leading to more pressure on the 

healthcare system and inevitable need for supportive solutions.  

One of the major motivations of this work is the fact that dashboards can support health 

professionals (e.g., doctors, nurses, personal care assistants) by reducing their work burden as it 

enables them to easily and efficiently follow-up seniors’ health condition, especially with 

advancement in sensor technology that allow constant monitoring of health condition in a real-

time and remote manner. Dashboards can help health professionals gain actionable insights from 

large volume of raw data generated by wellness sensors, which is difficult to understand before it 

is visualized. This form of presenting data can enable health professionals to better serve patients 

and take timely interventions if needed.  

Following we will introduce the context of the work, the addressed problem, and the goal of this 

study. 
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A.  Context of the Work 

The population of older adults is increasing in numerous developed countries including Canada in 

which almost a third of its population belongs to the baby boom generation. This is the highest 

portion of all the other three countries that faced the baby boom effect. Nowadays in 2022, the top 

edge of this boomer generation who were born around 1950 are moving into their 70s, while the 

youngest ones are experiencing their 60s. These baby boomers can put more pressure on the 

already stretched healthcare system of these countries over the next years [1] as the need of baby 

boomers for healthcare and life aid services will continue to increase. Healthcare programs for 

older adults is considerably different from the health promotions that is needed for younger people 

due to the health condition of the older adults which usually is not perfect [2, 3]. Because of having 

health issues, a considerable number of seniors need to move to Senior Residences. Although, 

older adults mostly prefer to live in their own home for as long as possible rather than moving to 

one of these residences, several factors (e.g., frailty, spouse death, risk of falls) [4] usually force 

older adults to move from their homes to a Senior Residence where health services are easily 

accessible.  This trend increases the demand for senior residences, which will put a double pressure 

on the healthcare system, especially on professionals working in these facilities since they need to 

constantly monitor these frail seniors. Therefore, new approaches and technologies must be 

considered to alleviate this situation.  

Remote Health Monitoring (RHM) is a new modern approach that has the potential to help 

healthcare professionals in Senior Residences, especially in their follow-up tasks. This approach 

takes advantage of the most recent advancement of the Internet of Things (IoT) technology to 

continuously monitor individuals’ health factors (e.g., blood pressure, blood glucose, weight, 

electrocardiograms) and transmit them to healthcare professionals while the patient is living in 

their place [5]. Wireless technologies are often used in these sensors to send measured data, which 

potentially provide a normal living environment for the patient and enhance their mobility as they 

do not need to wear sensors with wire connection, thus experiencing a more comfortable life [6] 

These types of RHM and IoT base technological approaches can play a key role to reduce the 

burden on healthcare professionals to perform their duties to help older adults healthcare in these 

facilities [7, 8]. It can reduce the pressure on the healthcare system as well as reducing costs by 

reducing visit time and automatizing many daily procedures in care facilities such as measuring 
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blood pressure and body temperature. Additionally, it can even improve the quality of life for older 

adults [9] as they do not need frequent intrusive visits by nurses.  

Although valuable data can be collected using RHM and IoT devices, it is of utmost importance 

to deliver gathered information to healthcare professionals in an understandable manner so that 

they can better understand patient health condition and react rapidly in case of a hazard for 

example. A  particular thing with RHM and IoT systems is that they generate heavy streams of 

data for a variety of health and environmental parameters [10]. Although such data potentially 

includes valuable insights about the health condition of the monitored person, what healthcare 

professionals can understand from the raw data generated by sensing devices is quite poor. They 

need to find meaningful correlation among multiple measured parameters.  In other words, RHM 

systems generate rich data but not rich information. This situation is worsened when structured 

data (e.g., heartbeat) is combined with unstructured data (e.g., nurses notes).  As a result, we need 

to have a tool to transform the raw data into information understandable by healthcare 

professionals. Therefore, we need a medium that provides health professionals with useful 

information and help them to make informed and timely decisions. Dashboards are powerful 

interfaces that can act as a medium to fill this gap as they can utilize visual elements to deliver 

meaningful information.  

Due to dashboard ability to convey meaningful information, numerous industries (e.g., healthcare, 

education, business intelligence) are nowadays in demand for this technology. With appropriate 

visualizations, dashboards can provide decision-makers understandable information about their 

interest areas and enable them to explore data from their perspective to make wise decisions for 

helping patients and delivering better health services.   
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Figure 1 Relationship of Data, Information and Decisions – taken from [11] 

 

Dashboards can play their role by easing knowledge generation with utilization of visual elements 

which help synthesize large data sets. Toasa et al. [11] indicated the fact that for making wise 

decisions we need to have knowledge which is generated in our brains through information we get 

from outside. Toasa et al. reviewed the relation between Data, Information and Knowledge 

(Infogineering Model - Figure 1) and emphasized that “Information is data that has been given 

meaning by a way of relational connection” while “Knowledge is the appropriate collection of 

information, such that it's intent is to be useful.” They reasoned that when we are exposed to 

massive information, we need to have tools and elements to increase the speed of the process of 

getting knowledge, here where Dashboards can be beneficial.  Dashboards can provide easy-to-

understand information that are needed to the healthcare professionals through visualization 

techniques by giving a holistic view of the current situation.  Such abilities are especially beneficial 

in healthcare realm as healthcare professionals are exposed to massive amounts of data generated 

by modern digital devices which are usually distributed among various sources and departments 

(e.g., EHR, Medical Imaging, Laboratories Data). Healthcare professionals need timely and 

accurate information to save patients’ lives and make right decisions. However, with such massive 

generation of data, especially the large amount produced by RHM devices, this task has become 
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challenging. Although such amount of data can potentially offer valuable insights about patients’ 

health status, it is very difficult for health professionals to find correlation among all these sources, 

as a result, in many cases, they are overloaded with complex information received by multiple 

sources. This problem is a recognized issue related to the continuous increase of data [12] which 

consequently cause more medical errors. It is notable that medical errors are among the leading 

cause of death in hospitalized patients in the U.S. [13].  

Appropriate visualization also can mitigate information overload problems and enhance 

understanding of data and improve information recall [14].  This is especially true if data is spread 

among multiple data sources in which aggregating and presenting the information can dramatically 

improve data understanding. This enhanced perception will ultimately leads to a reduction in 

decision-making time and improve situational awareness [15]. These advantages confirm the 

benefits of dashboards in healthcare realm due to their ability to present information in a 

meaningful and integrated manner, as well as providing at-a-glance information about a patient 

situation and give insights for necessary actions which helps healthcare professionals to achieve 

their task goals.  However, the key issue is that not all healthcare professionals are driven by the 

same goals. While a cardiologist might need to focus on information like blood pressure and heart 

rate, a psychologist might need to focus on information related to sleep time and mental health. 

Even if both need a common data source (e.g., heart rate), they are likely to consume same data in 

different forms (e.g., a cardiologist may need average information about patient’s heartbeat in each 

day, while other practitioner needs to check average of heartbeat by hours). Therefore, it is 

essential to consider the needs of each group of healthcare professionals in the dashboard 

development phase, in order to provide them with a dashboard that can ultimately help them make 

better decisions and perform timely actions.  

Involving healthcare professionals in the design process of dashboard is a key success in order to 

create a solution that matches their real needs, this concept is well-known as User-Centric 

paradigm which focuses on end-user needs (in our case, healthcare professionals) all throughout 

the development process [16]. This paradigm can help to develop a dashboard for a specific group 

of healthcare professionals and then it will match their real needs. However, developing 

dashboards from scratch is a time-consuming and costly process, especially when including end-

users (e.g., healthcare professionals). Still, developing separate dashboard for each group of 
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healthcare professionals is not a feasible option. Even, if possible, after the development of a 

dashboard and delivering them to healthcare professionals in different levels, there is no guarantee 

that they need the same information in long-term. Therefore, we argue that a solution that enables 

health professionals to dynamically create dashboards can be very beneficial for the healthcare 

system as it empowers them to access and visualize their desired information and adapted it as the 

situation evolves. 

The work presented in this document is an attempt to respond to the need for personalized 

dashboards, mainly in the context of healthy aging and senior residences. This project is performed 

in the Ambient Intelligent Laboratory (AMI-Lab) in the University of Sherbrooke, that targets 

research related to healthy aging. The laboratory introduced AMI-Lab platform, a complete IoT 

infrastructure that targeted dynamic and quick deployment of IoT systems and covers all aspects 

of applying IoT solution at any given location with the main idea of Plug and Play (PnP), which 

provides simplicity to deploy sensors in the deployment place [17]. AMI-Lab Platform is already 

used by several research projects and deployed in several apartments with senior residences to 

fulfill the potential of IoT and Ambient Assisted Living (AAL) technologies to effectively serve 

the health condition of older adults. AAL can support independent living and promote social 

connectedness among older adults [18]. AAL combine the Internet of Things (IoT), Smart Homes, 

and machine learning to produce a smart solution that encourages independent, safe and socially 

active life for older adults within their own home [19].  

Our proposed solution for personalized dashboards is integrated with current AMI-Platform to 

visualize the data received from these deployments for healthcare professionals and help then 

monitor the situation of the older adults with the ultimate goal of tracking behavior changes of 

seniors. Integrating our solution to AMI-Lab Platform helped us to focus on the core idea and not 

the data collection or maintenance of the infrastructure. Following we state the problem, we aimed 

to solve and elaborate it in more detail.  

B.  Problem Statement 

Dashboards are a powerful medium to ease getting meaningful knowledge from large and scattered 

data sources. As they can combine and visualize complex data sources and give insights about 
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correlation among all these sets with appropriate visualization techniques, they were found to be 

specifically beneficial in healthcare setting due to their ability to provide at-a-glance overviews.  

Recent technological advancements have two main effects on the healthcare system: 

• Affordability of sensing devices which leads to increased usage of these devices and 

consequently increased data generated (and the need for monitoring this information) 

• Increase in the number of healthcare professionals who use computer-based systems, they 

have the knowledge of how to use digital devices and are in need for solutions that ease 

accessibility and understandability of the data generated with sensing devices. 

These two reasons stimulate the need for dashboard among healthcare professionals. However, 

numerous drawbacks can be associated with dashboard development and deployment.  

Following our literature review in healthcare dashboards (those highly related and similar to our 

context), we have identified three major problem categories: A) Limited capabilities to respond 

to diverse needs, preferences and roles in healthcare; B) Complexity of using a number of 

independent dashboards; and C) Costly dashboards’ development. Following we will detail these 

categories.  

 a) Diverse Needs, Preferences and Roles 

Integrating personal preferences in adapting systems is a key factor for dashboard adoption 

success. As mentioned, the popularity of dashboards has increased the number of its users, making 

it important to consider personal factors when it comes to design and development of dashboards. 

Visualization components play a key role in the dashboard to convey information. However, the 

way a single visualization element is perceived might be different from person to person. This 

perception depends on factors such as personal preferences and work characteristics. As an 

example, using traffic lights concepts is considered as one of the globally accepted forms of 

showing status [20], however, this form of presenting the status is not appropriate for a color-blind 

person. This issue is particularly important in healthcare setting in which dashboard as the key 

channel to deliver information can affect healthcare professionals' decision-making [14, 21]. 

Additionally, different roles in an organization have different information needs. They can see the 

same dashboard, and get different insights about what has been shown, since they are driven with 
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different goals, and they need to visualize information in a form that helps them take most 

knowledge from raw data. It is limited only among different roles, even the need of one role is 

likely to change over the time and they need to see appropriate data as the situation is evolved. 

Covid-19 outbreak is a clear example of changing the priorities and needs of healthcare 

professionals as they faced an unknown situation [22]. Thus, the design of the dashboard should 

constantly adapt to their latest needs which requires extra effort and budget, which is not the case 

in the existing dashboard development process. 

 b) Complexity of Using a Number of Independent Dashboards  

Having diverse independent dashboards in healthcare is another problem. Healthcare organizations 

usually ask for development of a new solution to reply to each new need. However, if developers 

provide a new independent dashboard for each need, numerous dashboards would have been 

developed by the end. This can be seen by the variety of dashboards for patient monitoring found 

in the literature (section 1.3). Still, reviewing the dashboards in literature confirms that this 

technology is very beneficial and useful in the applied domain. This large number of dashboards 

may lead to islands of knowledge in which valuable knowledge is available in multiple 

independent dashboards. This is especially problematic when healthcare professionals are required 

to check diverse dashboards to gain the insight they need. 

 c) Costly Dashboards’ Development  

Development cost and time is a key factor for all organizations. Dashboards need considerable 

amount of time to be developed and delivered to the targeted healthcare professionals as it requires 

key steps to reply to the needs, including deep understanding of the real needs and the healthcare 

workflow in order to include the appropriate parameters that should be considered to provide an 

appropriate at-a-glance views and have both summarized and detailed views. With existing 

development approaches (section 1.3), even after performing all these steps and developing a 

dashboard, the solution cannot be expanded to other healthcare centers to reduce the cost, because 

of the difficulty to include the variety of practices and approaches in different clinics and hospitals.  
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Discussion  

We argue that the mentioned problems can be solved by enabling healthcare professionals to 

design their desired dashboards based on their need. Therefore, we need to have a dashboard 

solution that can easily enable healthcare professionals to design, create, and readapt a dashboard, 

and be able to interact and visualize their desired information in a manner that helps them to 

interpret and get best knowledge from data.  

The starting point of this research is that tailored dashboard can be beneficial for healthcare 

professionals as it can solve the problems by displaying tailored information on the dashboard 

based on their needs and preferences, thus, increasing their satisfaction and decision-making 

abilities [23, 24].  This approach can ideally help healthcare professionals in their tasks as they can 

choose to display what is important for them and arrange them in their preferred way. This will 

increase the visibility of crucial information [23] and ultimately help the healthcare system to be 

more efficient.  

C.  Study Aim 

We aim in this study to achieve a tailored solution for a dashboard in the context of Senior 

Residences. We are interested in reducing the information load and mental workload of healthcare 

professionals and improve their effectiveness by providing them tailored dashboards. Therefore, 

the overall aim of this research is providing a cost-effective and efficient monitoring mechanism 

to reduce the workload of healthcare professionals. 

More specifically, the study carried out to design AMI-Dash, a configurable and adaptable 

dashboard (powered by AMI-Lab platform) to increase the speed of delivering a dashboard to 

healthcare professionals. The sub-objectives of the study are:  

1. Develop and implement AMI-Dash adaptive dashboard designer based on the best 

practices in the literature  

2. Integrate the AMI-Dash dashboard with AMI-Lab IoT platform 

3. Ensure the AMI-Dash usability of the proposed dashboard designer   
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D.  Presentation of the Document  

In this document, after presenting our introduction, we will explore the literature of healthcare 

dashboards to review previous research which are related to our context of work. Our aim of 

conducting this review is identify the real needs of healthcare professionals and understand how 

dashboards can help healthcare professionals in their tasks. Additionally, we review existing 

approaches to achieve tailored dashboards to gain insights into the potential benefits and 

challenges of different approaches of building tailored dashboards. 

In the design approach section, we will introduce our proposed solution guided by requirements 

identified by reviewing healthcare dashboards and current state of knowledge in tailored 

dashboards. We will recite identified requirements and outline our approach to reply to each 

requirement. In the end, we will present AMI-Dash, our complete solution to achieve tailored 

dashboards in the context of senior residences. 

Afterwards, we will present our evaluation methods and results in two different sections. In 

Human - Computer interaction section we will focus on evaluating the proposed solution from user 

perspective and understand their level of satisfaction. This section includes outlining evaluation 

methods and presenting our evaluation results along with a discussion which will interpret the 

results and discuss their implications for the use of AMI-Dash in real settings. 

On the other hand, in Technical Evaluation section, we will focus on the technical aspects of 

proposed solution, and we used a set of technical tools to identify the extend to which our 

implemented solution can reply to identified technical requirements. 

Finally, in the conclusion, we will summarize the main points of this study, mention the limitations 

of our work and offer recommendations for future research on this topic. 

 

 

 



 

 

 

Chapter 1  

Literature Review 

The work presented in this document is related to adapting dashboards to healthcare professionals, 

therefore this chapter of literature review addresses the two aspects: dashboards for healthcare and 

techniques to achieve adaptability of dashboards. We start the chapter by a presentation of the 

background information about dashboards, definitions and categories. Afterwards, we explore the 

healthcare dashboard literature to understand how they are used nowadays in healthcare setting 

and what benefits they can provide to healthcare professionals. Finally, we review current 

approaches to achieve tailored product in dashboard context. 

1.1 Definition of Dashboard 

Different references provided different definitions of dashboards. Brath et al. [25] defined 

dashboard as a cognitive tool that improves “span of control” over the business data to help people 

visually identify trends, patterns and anomalies and also reason about what they see to guide them 

toward effective decisions. Few et al. [26] describes the dashboard as “a visual display of the most 

important information needed to achieve one or more objectives; consolidated and organized on a 

single screen so the information can be monitored at a glance.” Staron et al. [27] provided another 

definition of the dashboard as being "an easy to read real-time user interface, displaying graphical 

presentation of the current status (snapshot) and historical trends of an organization’s KPI to enable 
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decision.” Wexler [28] defined a broader definition: “a visual display of data used to monitor 

conditions and/or facilitate understanding,” which can include infographic elements or narrative 

visualizations.   

Sarikaya et al. [29] emphasized on the evolution of the dashboard definition from single screen 

reports to complex interfaces for different goals ranging from monitoring to learning. They also 

highlighted the fact that it is widely used nowadays to refer to diverse types of the visualization in 

the community. Due to availability of data in new domains and advancements in visualization 

methods, dashboards are also applied in new domains. As a result, the dashboard concept has 

evolved from single-view reporting screens to include interactive interfaces with multiple views 

and purposes [29]. Sarikaya et al. [29] emphasized on the fact that nowadays, dashboards are used 

for new goals such as learning and motivation along with their initial goals for monitoring and 

supporting decision-making. Overall, we can conclude that a dashboard, visualize meaningful 

information which originally gathered from the different data sources, so that this information can 

be delivered to the targeted users in order to improve their awareness and enable them to make the 

necessary decisions. 

1.2 Dashboard Categories 

Few et al. [26] provided one of the first categorizations of dashboards, which is divided to three 

categories namely: 1) Operational, 2) Strategic, and 3) Analytical.  

1. Operational dashboards are used to monitor and manage the operational processes that usually 

take a short period of time. Since they visualize information on operational level, they are 

mostly used by users who are directly involved in the operational processes (e.g., nurses). This 

type is the most common type in existing dashboards, and they are utilized to monitor activities 

in a particular area of a business. This type of dashboard usually contains more details and 

more real-time data compared to strategic dashboards.  

2. Strategic dashboards focus on long-term goals and strategies of an organization, and they 

provide an overview of Key Performance Metrics (KPIs) to monitor the long-term goals. Due 

to their capability to provide a summary of strategic goals they are mostly used by seniors in 

the organization to track enterprise goals.  
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3. Analytical dashboards provide a large amount of information and interaction to enable users 

to explore what-if scenarios and explore historical data with aim of identifying trends, compare 

variables and predict future performance. 

Rahman et al. [30] provided another categorization. They divided dashboards into four different 

groups based on their purpose and emphasized that designers should create dashboards aligned 

with its purpose needs. Four dashboard purposes are identified: 

1. Consistency – visualizing organizational measures and metrics  

2. Monitoring – give insights about performance evaluation  

3. Planning – the development of a futuristic plan by the user, based on the data at hand   

4. Communication – sharing performance information among people who have shared interest 

The categorization of dashboards has been extended by Sarikaya et al. [29] as they performed 

extensive review about existing dashboards and aimed to categorize dashboards based on four 

main factors: 1) Purpose 2) Audience 3) Visual Features 4) Data Semantics. Based on these factors, 

authors categorized dashboards into four main groups:  

1. Dashboards for decision-making: Support either strategic or operational decision-making 

and user interaction 

2. Static dashboards for awareness: For general awareness with limited interactivity 

functionality 

3. Motivation and learning dashboards: Target individuals (for tactical and operational 

decision-making with interactive interfaces) and the general public (for communication and 

education purposes with). This category of dashboard usually provided no alerting or 

benchmarks, allows users to make their own conclusions 

4. Dashboards evolved: Dashboards that do not fit in the previous mentioned categories. 

It is important to emphasize that existing categories in the literature belongs to final version of 

dashboard that is used by end-users. In our proposed solution we provide a tool that enable the 

user to design their dashboard and the user goal will determine the purpose and the application of 

the final dashboard. In other words, our solution can cover multiple categories of dashboards based 

on what user design and include in the final version of the dashboard. 

After presenting different categories of dashboards, we start to explore dashboards in healthcare. 
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1.3 Dashboards in healthcare 

Since our study focus on dashboards for senior residence, it is more related to the healthcare field. 

Therefore, we conducted a literature review (semi-systematic) with the following research 

questions in order to guide our research and understand the current solutions in healthcare:   

• Dashboard usage:  How dashboards are used to help patient monitoring?   

• Dashboard data: How dashboard data is collected?   

• Dashboard evaluation: What approaches are used to evaluate the dashboard?   

To answer the defined search questions, different electronic databases are queried using keywords 

related to the dashboard and healthcare. More specifically, “IEEE Xplore Digital Library,” “ACM 

Digital Library,” “Science Direct,” “Wiley,” “Springer,” “Scopus” and “PubMed” are included in 

this search. We queried research libraries using advanced search method with the condition of 

having “dashboard” in their title or abstract AND containing one of the “healthcare, ” “clinical, ” 

“medical” keywords in the title or abstract.   

As the first step 847 papers are retrieved based on search keywords in which we found 254 studies 

possibly relevant based on their titles, and they moved to the next step. By reading their abstract, 

accessibility check and duplicate removal 85 of them passed to the next stage to be fully read. By 

reading the entire text of these 84 papers, 15 of them were found relevant and can reply to our 

research questions, thus, were included in this study. We include papers that replied to our research 

questions and provide information about the usefulness of dashboard whether by evaluating the 

dashboard itself or by providing pre/post comparison results. Total number of 15 articles are 

included in this review. 

1.3.1 Summary of the Reviewed Papers 

We analyzed several factors in the reviewed dashboards, including: Objective, Data Source, Place 

of Deployment, Individual/Aggregated patient, and evaluation method.  The next page provides an 

overview of our analysis of the included studies/papers. The table is followed by a detailed 

discussion of the analyzed studies one by one.  
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Dagliati et al. [31] discuss a dashboard for managing diabetes. This dashboard relies on modeling 

and analytics of medical data collected from hospitals EHR and administrative data (collected from 

other sources, public health) to extract useful parameters to be visualized on the dashboard along 

with other data that exists in original sources in a more meaningful way. They evaluated their 

dashboard by studying the impact of using it by comparing several parameters including visit 

duration, number of screening examinations, and lifestyle interventions. Their results showed that 

by using this dashboard, required time for patient visits reduced significantly (the number of long 

visits reduced from 151 to 55) while the screening exams and lifestyle interventions increased 

(lifestyle interventions increased from 69% to 77%).  

Prutsachainimmit et  al.   [32] developed a dashboard to monitor the vital signs of patients and 

provide healthcare professionals insights about the patients’ situation, the data is collected through 

handheld devices and visualized on the dashboard. A notification system has also been 

implemented to send real-time alarms if a patient faced critical situation with the aim of increasing 

the speed of delivering care. They evaluated the accuracy of the system through checklists and 

found it to be precise. The result of their study shows that the workload of nurses is reduced, and 

their dashboard promoted the perception of patients’ situation, thus enhanced the quality of care.   

Lee  et  al. [33] introduced BESTBoard as a new medical dashboard with multiple views made for 

different units of the hospital which enabled it to cover all hospital units. This system makes use 

of EHR data to create meaningful and intuitive views to display patients’ information including 

vital signs, lab results and other EHR data. The user interface was designed based on extensive 

need analysis for six months. They deployed 30 instances of the dashboard in multiple wards and 

evaluated the product through surveying 383 healthcare professionals and found the satisfaction 

rate high. They found it useful for delivering health information to healthcare professionals and 

especially useful for information sharing in team-round visits, interdisciplinary team working and 

getting overview of the hospital rooms.   

Hoogeveen  et  al. [34] developed a platform to facilitate home monitoring and data sharing of 

patients suffering from hepatic glycogen storage. This platform composed of a clinical dashboard 

along with a mobile application for patient data entry. Mobile application collect data from glucose 

wearable devices and at the same time enables patients to enter his dietary information. Along with 

monitoring functionality, the dashboard allows healthcare professionals to prescribe new diet and 
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generate emergency letters that is immediately visible for patient thorough the mobile application. 

The evaluation is performed by System Usability Scale survey available in both electronic and 

physical form, and its result find good usability in the proposed system.   

Yoo  et  al. [35] worked on an autonomous dashboard in order to improve the monitoring and 

management of the emergency department and help physicians maintain situational awareness in 

this crowded department. Their vision was to provide information immediately to the healthcare 

professionals (“anytime, anywhere, at a glance”) with minimum changes of workflow and 

respecting patient privacy at the same time. To achieve these goals, they designed a dashboard 

with a map layout and patient-level alerts work in real time with central HIS system data and is 

mounted on the walls to look like a traditional whiteboard. There is no possibility of interaction 

with this dashboard, and it only provides a summary of current status. For 5 years of deployment, 

3 major changes applied to improve the usability (mostly changes in color coding) and applying 

new geographical structure. After long exposure to dashboard researchers evaluated the usability. 

Result of usability test with 52 participants (27 nurses and 25 physician) in ED department 

indicated “OK-to-good” usability.   

Tan  et  al. [36] highlighted the difficulties imposed to nurses because of issues in 

“Computerized  Physician Order Entry  (CPOE)” system, including lack of user-friendly interface 

and having no visual clues. As a solution, they developed a new interactive dashboard to provide 

a good visibility of patient data and it is deployed in five wards. The usefulness of this dashboard 

is then evaluated through questionnaires one month after the deployment and showed a good level 

of satisfaction in nurses using the dashboard system (86% of nurses). Qualitative feedback 

indicated that the dashboard was able to reduce nurses’ information overload.    

Ploderer  et  al.  [37] developed a platform with a dashboard to help healthcare professionals by 

providing upper limb rehabilitation to stroke patients. The idea is to remotely monitor the affected 

parts of the body and visualize the collected information on the developed dashboard with 

appropriate visual elements so that therapists will have insight about the situation of the patient, 

and they can personalize their care based on the patient situation. They designed the dashboard 

based on a series of workshops and developed a prototype using Axure RP. They used several 

visualization techniques including heat maps and timelines to better convey information about the 

situation of the patient and enable them to understand the range and the number of movements of 
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patient arms. The dashboard was evaluated with 8 therapists to understand the usefulness of 

provided visualizations. They used think-aloud method about the first impressions of them.   

Schmidta  et  al.  [38] aimed to identify patients with risk of worsening condition in Emergency 

Department through a monitoring dashboard. They emphasized on the difficulty in understanding 

temporal trends with existing monitoring tools and highlighted the need for better visualizations. 

To this end, they developed a web-based warning system. To understand the real information 

needs, they monitored healthcare professionals for a period and observed their practices. They 

extracted data from the Philips IntelliVue MP30/50TM bed side monitor which captures multiple 

parameters including heart rate, oxygen, and blood pressure. Their preliminary observations 

showed difficulties for integrating the new system into nurses’ workflow.   

Howarth  et  al.  [39] designed a decision support with a dashboard for Acute Kidney Injury (AKI) 

care. Their system directly gets data from hospital Electronic Medical Records (EMR) (Sunrise 

clinical manager EMR) and provide information to facilitate the recognition and better 

management of acute kidney injury. The Summary Dashboard in the system summarize patient 

information including alerts history and temporal trends in AKI stages and electrolyte and urea 

levels along with vital signs. They deployed their system in a hospital in Calgary, Canada and 

found the designed product functional and useful, 78% of them utilized the tool in their practices 

and almost the same number of intended users (74%) found the tools easy-to-use.     

Abdel-Hafez et al.  [40] aimed to help nurses and maternity unit managers to have a continuous 

view of patient nursing risks and safety assessments with providing fresh information in intuitive 

manner. They highlighted the need for having real-time information for optimal care delivery and 

developed a dashboard to give hospital unit managers insight about what is happening in their 

units. They designed the dashboard in a collaborative process with an experienced nurse unit 

manager in order to understand the real requirements. Initially a focus group was created to define 

the scope and content of the dashboard in which was concluded that there is a need to visualize 

ward level data and another page to show inclusive information of patients. The dashboard was 

built using a QlikView which collects data from central EMR and reduced the time needed for 

patients risk assessment. A gauge is used on the dashboard to visualize these metrics with different 

colors depending on the percentage of finished task.    
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Dowding  et  al. [41] highlighted the fact that a significant number of patients are receiving care 

at their homes or at home care agencies. This population has unique challenges like less frequent 

visits and less continues care delivery. To alleviate this situation, they aimed to develop and 

evaluate a prototype of point-of-care dashboard to support heart failure patients. After observing 

practices and a paper prototype, a web-based version developed using InVision which displays the 

trends of vital signs and weight along with alert functionalities when measured parameters are 

outside the normal range. They used the EMR system data which was deployed beforehand in this 

site. The dashboard found to be usable with SUS test and nurses indicated that dashboard elements 

like showing trends and color-coded data is very useful for them. Since frequency of visits is less 

in home care setting, with the help of this dashboard, care givers can be readily notified and 

intervene before the patient condition gets worse.    

Field et  al. [42] designed a dashboard to enhance safety and care quality in pediatric hospital. They 

focused on short review meeting in hospital to exchange information among care professionals 

and highlighted the problems of traditional whiteboards to summarize patients’ information like 

the need for manual update, inaccuracy and poor visibility and introduced their electronic tool to 

display information in a big screen and accessible through the system.      

Mlaver et al. [43] developed a similar dashboard to enhance patient safety. They emphasized how 

lack of communication is a major source of medical errors and highlighted the point that making 

errors more visible can reduce adverse effects. Thus, they designed a dashboard through an 

iterative participatory design which makes use IEHR data to calculate and visualize 13 safety 

parameters and trigger possible alarms when there is a mismatch with the predefined logic. The 

safety parameters identified in a collaboration with system and usability experts according to the 

demands of the hospital and local units. A usability survey was performed after the pilot 

implementation and achieved 3.9/5 in perceived usability and 4.8/5 in perceived ease of use.     

Rochin et al. [44] emphasized on the fact of growing number of Alzheimer's disease and their 

needs. They stated that people with dementia become more depended as the disease progress. In 

order to receive adequate care according to their progression they are assigned to different groups. 

They designed a dashboard to help nurses understand the degree of progression of dementia in 

patients and enable them to determine appropriate groups that patient should be assigned to. They 

defined their metrics and visualized them so that care providers can better understand their 
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progression and specify their appropriate group. They evaluate the usability of the designed 

dashboard and it found useful by 54.4% of participants.     

Kavanaugh et al. [45] target Intensive care units and developed a dashboard for early warning and 

identification of patients that need earlier intervention. Researchers highlighted the fact that lower 

nurse to patient ratios in ICUs, has resulted in less intention to work on electronic dashboards in 

ICU setting. However, the level of acuity and special situations in ICUs may lead to data miss and 

there are still benefits to have dashboards in ICU setting. To this end, they studied the most 

statistically significant data elements for cardiac arrest and ICU deaths based on a case-control 

study and then incorporated them into sophisticated clinical decision algorithms to facilitate 

identifying patients at risk in ICU. Authors mentioned the possibility of using this dashboard not 

only for identifying risky patients in ICU, but also it can be used as a telemedicine for smaller 

hospitals. Their designed dashboard improved earlier identification and treatment of organ failure 

and they proved the positive effect of the dashboard by comparing ICU readmissions and finding 

statistically significant difference. 

 

After discussing of the selected reviewed papers one by one, we present our analysis of reviewed 

studies based on research questions. 

1.3.2 Analysis of the Reviewed Dashboards According to the Research 

Questions 

Following our analysis of the literature review that target our three main research questions 

(section 1.3 page 14) (related to (1) Dashboard usage, (2) Dashboard data, and (3) Dashboard 

evaluation). 
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 A) Question on Dashboard usage:  How dashboards are used to help patient 

monitoring?   

Our review of the literature confirms that dashboards can be beneficial for patient monitoring, and 

healthcare systems can benefit from dashboards in numerous aspects. Following we list of the 

main benefits:  

 a) Providing meaningful visualizations 

Enabling healthcare professionals to digest information of patients is one of the most important 

aspects of reviewed dashboards. All reviewed dashboards used relevant visualization to improve 

data understanding. 

 b) Reduce Intervention Time   

Reducing intervention time is one of the mentioned advantages of dashboards in healthcare. 

Prutsachainimmit et al. [34] presented a dashboard for inpatient monitoring and Schmidt et al. [40] 

present another work to monitor Emergency Department. Both authors discussed a sort of 

notification system and visualization elements to draw the attention of nurses to a specific patient 

and inform them about the need for intervention. Similarly, Hoogeveen et al. [34] developed a 

telemedicine dashboard which is equipped with a mobile application that enable healthcare 

professionals to perform timely intervention on dietary and metabolic control while patients are at 

home. 

 c) Access and Analyze Data 

Enabling healthcare professionals to analyze patients’ information can be another positive factor 

for dashboards. Dashboard can give healthcare professionals the ability to explore and compare 

several parameters with other patients. Dagliati et al. [31] demonstrated the usefulness of 

integrating multiple sources and visual information on one dashboard in a more meaningful way 

to improve management of care process of acute diseases like diabetes.   
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 d) Improve Patient Safety   

Helping healthcare professionals to stick to safety measurement was another benefit of utilizing 

dashboard in healthcare domain. Mlaver et al. [42] proposed a dashboard for Pediatric Acute Care 

unit. They included a set of safety indicators on their dashboard which shows the level to which 

safety measurements are respected. By having high visibility of the dashboard (in their case on 75 

inches screen), they showed that their solution positively affected the following of safety 

procedures and consequently improved patient care.  

 e) Save Healthcare Professionals Time   

Dashboards also found beneficial to save healthcare professionals time performing their 

tasks [40, 44]. As an example, the study of Abdel-Hafez et al. [40] related to midwifery and 

nursing dashboards shows significant improvement in the required time to complete risk 

assessments, since dashboards helped day-care professionals to reduce the time required to make 

decisions [44].     

 f) Improve Efficiency   

Improving efficiency in healthcare is another advantage of dashboards. Yoo et al [35] developed 

a dashboard for emergency departments which improved the efficiency of work by delivering 

health information to physicians easier and faster and enabling Emergency Department managers 

to assign nurses to suitable zones. Tan et al. [36] mitigate healthcare professional information 

overload by integrating a dashboard with Computerized physician order entry (CPOE). This 

solution improved patient daily care and reduced workload of care providers which can be 

interpreted as providing quality care while reducing the number of healthcare professionals 

needed.   

 g) Remote Monitoring   

Dashboards also enable clinicians to be more proactive by monitoring patients at their normal daily 

lives. A dietary dashboard developed by Hoogeveen et al. [34] helps healthcare professionals to 

prepare before visits by reviewing information filled electronically by patients and perform timely 

intervention on dietary and control metabolic for patients at home. Ploderer et al. [37] developed 
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a dashboard for their custom-made sensor which collects arm movements, the results of their study 

reveal that therapist can benefit from having insight into patients’ activities and movements outside 

regular healthcare places such as hospitals and clinics.    

 B) Question on Dashboard data: Which Data feeds dashboard?     

Our second question of the literature review focus on the data that feeds dashboards since it is an 

important aspect of healthcare dashboards. Overall, we witnessed four diverse sources of 

information in the reviewed papers: a) Electronic Health Record (EHR), b) Inclusive Sensors, 

c) Questionnaires (electronic and paper), and d) Dedicated applications for data entry. 

 a) Electronic Health Record  

Using EHR systems as a data source was the predominant approach in reviewed papers to collect 

data. The advantage of this approach is that there is no need to add another data source like 

questionnaires or sensors to collect data, which significantly reduces the cost of deployment and 

increases the integrity of the system due to relying on one common source of data. However, 

relying only on EHR imposes considerable limitations. The biggest drawback is that the EHR 

systems may not collect or provide the required data to monitor patients in certain applications. 

For instance,  Ploderer  et al. [37] aimed to monitor the movements of the patient arm over the 

time, which requires connecting a new sensor to patient body and EHR normally does not contain 

such data. Moreover, numerous EHR systems are not natively designed to provide information 

with third-party software, and they do not provide APIs to share their internal information. 

Therefore, developers need to overcome such issues by non-standard workarounds like polling 

data from their data storage which needs deep understanding the format the manufacturer uses to 

store and transmit data which might be difficult in certain cases [46]. Even if the data is fetched, 

format and structure of EHR data may change over time which affects the functionality of 

dependent dashboards. Apart from technical difficulties, significant limitations might be in place 

due to business contract between the hospital and the manufacturer [46].  
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 b) Questionnaires 

A number of dashboards in the reviewed studies used questionnaires in different forms (electronic 

or paper) to collect data [32, 44]. The positive point of this approach is that they are usually 

available, cheap and do not need to spend a long time to develop them. However, they require 

manual data entry, which makes them prone to errors, especially in paper form. 

 c) Sensors  

The advantage of using sensors is that it enables measuring the exact parameters needed to monitor 

patients, which enables to produce more meaningful visualizations. Additionally, considerable 

number of these sensors can work outside of clinics and hospitals, therefore, they can produce 

long-term data of patient status in normal life without any interruption, which is impossible to gain 

in hospital setting.  

Using external sensors, however, has several challenges, including the increased cost of 

deployment and imposing the need for maintenance. Since external sensors need their own 

infrastructure to transmit data and store generated information. Ploderer et al. [37] developed a 

sensor to collect arm movement information, this sensor needs recharging and proper connection 

to mobile devices which increased the cost of the project and imposed the need for maintenance 

to patients.  

 d) Dedicated applications 

Developing dedicated applications is another approach used in the literature to collect data. This 

approach can be used for remote monitoring with reasonable cost while providing valuable data 

comparable to what sensors can provide. The reason that this approach can reduce the costs is that 

it limits the communication to one application (mostly for smart phones) and there is no other 

factor to consider (such as developing electronic boards, need for battery, designing sensors, etc.). 

As an example, Hoogeveen  et al. [34] developed an application for Fitbit smart watches to transmit 

health data and visualizing them on dashboard to show health status of individuals. Although this 

method can reduce the costs of monitoring, the data that can be collected is highly dependent on 

what available smart devices (such as smart watches, smart phones) can provide. 
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Discussion 

Overall, we can conclude that, studies that deployed outside hospitals setting mostly used their 

own data collection methods (Inclusive sensors, Questionnaires and Dedicated applications for 

data entry). Although researchers need to overcome challenges related to using external sensors, 

it is not a significant obstacle nowadays due to advancement and affordability of sensors along 

with increased accessibility of the internet. On the other hand, solutions deployed in hospital 

settings, mostly used EHR system data as their main data source, although in limited cases other 

forms of data collection. 

 C) Question on Dashboard evaluation: What approaches are used to evaluate the 

dashboard? 

Our third question of the literature review focus on dashboard evaluation in order to understand 

the measurement of the success of a dashboard development process. The selected reviewed 

studies reveal several approaches to evaluate dashboards. The most used are a) System Usability 

Scale b) Technology Acceptance Model (TAM) c) Monitoring approach/Trackers d) Thematic 

approach in Usability test which are discussed as follow: 

 a) System Usability Scale (SUS):  

The majority of the studies use SUS to evaluate the dashboard usability [34, 35, 41, 42, 47]. 

Overall, the result of SUS in reviewed studies were positive, healthcare professionals found the 

designed system usable.  

 b) Technology Acceptance Model (TAM):  

A number of studies used validated questionnaires mostly based on TAM to measure perceived 

usability and usefulness of their proposed dashboard [33, 43, 44, 48].  
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 c) Monitoring approach/Trackers:  

Lee et al. [33] applied form of monitoring approach and they analyzed the number of logins into 

the system as well as how much time is spent on the system, which revealed interesting results 

regarding the real usage of their system.   

 d) Thematic approach in Usability test:  

Ploderer et al. [37] used a thematic approach with think-aloud strategy to evaluate their proposed 

solution by asking therapists to use the dashboard and think aloud about the displayed 

visualizations and how they can be used in their practices, and finally, to which extent they found 

it useful; the transcription of meeting is then analyzed using thematic approach and the designed 

system turned out to be useful for therapists.  

Discussion 

We observed variety of approaches in literature to evaluate the designed products. Overall, there 

is no one unified and standard method for evaluating healthcare dashboards. A clear difference in 

the number of participants and the time to perform the usability can be seen in reviewed solutions. 

For instance [35] performed their usability test five years after the initial deployment while 

Tan et al. [36] performed their test just one month after their deployment. The same difference is 

also observed for the number of participants in evaluations. Hoogeveen et al. [34] involved seven 

people in their test while the number of participants in the study of Yoo et al. [35] is more than 50 

people. Based on our review, the majority of the proposed solutions evaluated their solutions with 

less than 20 people. It is worth mentioning that the low number of participants is justified by the 

difficulty to recruit participants (among healthcare professionals) to evaluate systems, mainly with 

the shortage in the domain.  

General Discussion  

Our aim in this part of study was to review the current state of dashboards used in healthcare 

setting. The number of published papers related to dashboards for healthcare systems surged in the 

past few years, which highlight an increasing interest in utilizing the electronic dashboards in 

practice. The results of evaluation of reviewed studies demonstrate that implementing dashboards 
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in healthcare can be beneficial for healthcare professionals. These results confirm that healthcare 

sector has great potential to take advantage of deploying dashboards.   

A high level of heterogeneity can be seen on reviewed papers. Diverse set of applications for 

healthcare dashboard in reviewed studies can be found which shows wide range of dashboard 

applications in which dashboards have been applied. Applications are ranging from monitoring 

diabetes patients to support stroke rehabilitation and to assist nurses and midwifery. This variety 

of dashboards may lead to knowledge islands problems (section Introduction), as each dashboard 

provides valuable information independently and healthcare professionals need to check separate 

systems to access provided insights. It is notable that although there are significant differences in 

terms of their goal and application, a level of similarity can be seen in several studies, specifically 

on their data source, which highlights the fact that the difference between these dashboards is how 

they visualize information collected from a common source. 

Meanwhile, a considerable heterogeneity can be seen in the targeted healthcare professionals who 

are using dashboards (range from midwifery to practitioners and day-care nurses) and the design 

of dashboards (e.g., usage of colors, visualization elements). This heterogeneity highlights the fact 

that for each purpose and group of healthcare professionals we need to use appropriate 

visualization and design. This significant heterogeneity in the roles of healthcare professionals and 

visualization methods used in dashboards, confirms our hypothesis that developing independent 

dashboards for all players in the healthcare sector is not a practical solution. Therefore, by 

considering this variety of roles and preferences healthcare system, along with development issues, 

we argue that “dynamicity” in healthcare dashboards is needed to reply to the evolving needs of 

healthcare professionals. 

Healthcare realm has an evolving nature and new devices are introduced every day to ease 

delivering care. This evolving situation increase the need for integrating new type of devices with 

dashboards. Several studies in the literature are performed to respond a new emerging need or 

handling new form of visualization needed for a device [49, 34, 50] (e.g., because of deploying 

new health sensors). This evolutionary situation highlights the need for having “scalability” in 

healthcare dashboards, which refers to the ability of scaling existing dashboard to emerging needs 

or new devices. 
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After discussing the healthcare dashboard literature and understanding how dashboard are used in 

healthcare setting and getting an overview of current state of healthcare dashboard, we will explore 

the current solutions to achieve a dynamic dashboard in the literature in the next section. 

1.4 Approaches to Achieve Tailored Dashboards  

Based on our research, there are a number of commercial and research solutions to handle tailored 

dashboards. Following we discuss advantages and disadvantages of the existing solutions. 

1.4.1 Commercial Solutions on Tailoring dashboards 

A set of commercial software (e.g., Tableau, Grafana) are currently available in the market 

providing data analytics and visualization solutions. The main focus of these solutions is on 

Business Intelligence (BI), to enable business to visualize their data and explore it from multiple 

aspects. These solutions can cover multiple aspects of business processes, to support managers 

with actionable data in order to help decision making. Usually this commercial software, support 

creating and designing dashboards without limiting designers to a set of predefined models and 

queries. However, they present, to our knowledge, the following main drawbacks: a) missing the 

capability to adapt to other dimensions of real-world, b) limited abilities to handle new form of 

visualization or functionality, and c) require a level of technical knowledge.  

 a) Missing the Capability to Adapt to Other Dimensions of Real-World 

The main drawback of these solutions is the absence of a semantic layer that can enable users to 

meet the universal business objectives. The semantic layer can provide information about the other 

dimensions of applications and help users to create a fine-grained dashboard that can satisfy very 

specific need of different users, as an example, in a senior residence environment, this semantic 

information can be the description of residence floor plan and deployed sensors in the environment. 

Missing semantic information, reduce the level of flexibility that can be achieved using these 

commercial tools. 
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 b) Limited Abilities to Handle New Functionalities or Visualizations 

Commercial solutions have limited capabilities to provide new functionalities (such as navigation 

among pages, custom notifications or visualizations). Specially in evolving domains such as 

healthcare, it is very likely for dashboard users to require new forms of visualization or certain 

functionality based on collected data. For instance, a dashboard might need to present geographical 

situation of a hospital and display which areas are more crowded, which cannot be handled using 

these tools. 

 c) Need a Level of Technical Knowledge 

These commercial tools are designed to be used world-wide and they are too generic. Therefore, 

to be able to support variety of domains and use cases, they included countless features which 

makes learning curve of using them too steep. For example, they relied on extracting data from 

data source using SQL queries which is not familiar for a normal user to use these solutions, 

especially for people with no technical background (e.g., healthcare professionals).  

1.4.2 Research Solutions on Tailoring Dashboards  

The above-mentioned drawbacks of commercial software solutions limit the extent to which they 

can reply to the needs of healthcare professionals, who have evolving needs and diverse goals. 

Therefore, we expand our search to other solutions that handle dashboard tailoring capabilities. To 

this aim, we explored the literature of tailoring dashboards, with keywords like “tailoring,” 

“configurable,” “customize” and “adaptive” along with “dashboard.” Following we present our 

result related to the main approaches to achieve tailored dashboards in literature: 

 a) Multi-Agent Approach  

Belo et al. [51] presented a solution that can be adapted to environmental changes at runtime. They 

applied a multi-agent system to implement a personalization dashboard system based on user 

usage. They emphasized on the advantage of having a multi-agent system including finer 

distribution of resources and the possibility of improving the performance using a set of software 

agents. A community of agents are used to control and monitor all user actions on the dashboard 
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to create a dataset of system logs (includes user id and data exploration action of the user) which 

includes all user performed actions. Five main categories of agents are existing in their solution, 

namely: 

• “Gatherers”: which is responsible for feeding user dashboard with information collected from 

several data stores.  

• “Conciliators”: responsible for conciliating data received from gatherers and alter them based 

on the cloud structures.  

• “Providers”: responsible for collecting data need by visualizers in the cloud and store it 

locally. 

• “Visualizer”: agents, which provide structure and data that each dashboard needs to have. 

They contain queries that will be used to feed a dashboard. 

• “Restructures”: main component to reach personalization dashboards. Responsible for 

logging data during the user session and includes data mining and preference detection 

algorithms. Regarding performance, authors reported no bottleneck during the process of 

personalization.  

This system logs are used to feed Association Rules Discovery to find relation between the events 

and user actions in the dashboard. More precisely, Apriori algorithm is performed on the stored 

data and propose new dashboard structure. Once a usage pattern is recognized by data mining and 

preference detection algorithms, the new structure of the dashboard is suggested to the user and 

allow him to accept or reject this new structure.  

 b) Model-Driven Approach 

Palpanas et al. [52] introduced a framework to ease development of dashboards using model-

driven solutions. Their goal was to reduce the development time for the dashboard while 

maintaining their universality and performance. They emphasized on the fact that 65-80% of 

dashboard development time is for the user interface development. Therefore, they defined several 

user-customizable models which store the desired functionalities of the intended dashboard. The 

task of user is describing their dashboard using these models instead of developing a dashboard 

from scratch. Once the desired dashboard is modeled using the defined conventions, proposed 

framework can automatically generate the code for the intended dashboard and leave only minor 
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customization for developers. This framework can also handle other aspects of technical works, 

including creating required databases and defining access privileges for dashboard users. Since the 

source code is generated based on predefined standards, the code quality and maintenance are kept 

in a high level and meanwhile development time is reduced which is the main advantage of their 

approach. The categories of the defined models which are necessary to describe a dashboard in 

this study are: 

• Data: modeling the data required in the dashboard which includes data model and data metrics. 

• Report Template: modeling the content and user interface of each single page, and define the 

elements inside and their visual representation  

• Navigation: define a number of pages, associated them with menus and linking all of them to 

a navigation panel. 

• Access control: we need models to describe users, their roles and their access privileges which 

include linking roles to visual elements and their access level.  

Based on the description provided using these models, this approach finds appropriate code 

templates. These templates are combined and linked together in order to create a big functional 

dashboard and leave only minor code adjustments for the developer. 

The main issue in this approach is that this solution targets developers and the main aim of the 

proposed approach is to increase the speed of development for technical people, and it does not 

offer flexibility to end-user to design their dashboard. However, the idea of using code templates 

can be beneficial for us to achieve adaptive dashboard solutions, since they can be reusable part of 

code that can be used in similar applications. This idea is part of our final solution which will be 

explain in detail (section 2.1) 

 c) Software Production Line (SPL) Approach 

SPL is another applicable approach for tailored dashboards [53]. SPL refers to the ability of 

matching software products to user needs without using considerable resources and development 

time. With this approach products in a particular domain will have less development time which 

consequently reduce the time-to-market for software products. It is important to emphasize that 
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the final output of SPL is a source code, not a compiled version of application. SPL has two main 

phases:  

• Domain Engineering: which focus on analyzing the domain, extract common areas and find 

opportunities to producing reusable materials that can be versatile among different instances 

of products and be the input for application engineering phase  

• Application engineering: which use artifacts developed in the previous phase to create a 

product that meets the specific needs of a desired software product 

 

Figure 2 Overview of using code templates  – taken from [53]  

 

Vázquez-Ingelmo et al. [53] attempted to apply SPL to design a solution to provide users tailored 

dashboards as shown in Figure 2. They developed a number of code templates (reusable material 

in SPL), which is the cornerstone of their solution. A code template refers to a standard code 

written in generic manner that can be parametrized to accept required values to work and deliver 

a functionality such as showing a chart. This step can be seen as Domain Engineering part of SPL 

approach. 

To achieve a functional dashboard that is tailored for user requirements, they need to combine a 

set of code templates based on defined requirements for the user. To this aim, they take user 

requirements and characteristics (defined requirements) and the structure of available datasets 
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(data source model) as the input. Meta-models are used to describe user goals, knowledge and 

preferences along with data structure, which is used by SPL to create appropriate visualizations to 

deliver insights to users in the best possible way.  

The result of combining code templates with user requirements is a configuration file holding the 

general structure of the dashboard and its visualizations. The dashboard generator read this 

configuration file and pass its information to code templates to inject concrete values.  

The same authors (Vázquez-Ingelmo et al. [53]) later proposed another solution using SPL [54] to 

create dashboards specific for University Employment, in which the code for different dashboard 

is generated through template-based code generators that are more fine-grained for this domain. 

The results of this solution showed that SPL can provide finer results in domain-specific products. 

 d) Knowledge Graph Approach 

Santos et al. [55] proposed another solution for dashboard generation in the context of smart cities 

based on knowledge graphs. Using these knowledge graphs, their solution facilitates creating 

configuration for dashboards that can be rendered using existing Business Intelligence's tools. 

When a user provides knowledge graph, the system will automatically extract all indicators, and 

give user ability to add new charts by choosing its type and required sources (fields) in the 

knowledge graph.  SPARQL queries are then performed against provided indicators to retrieve the 

corresponding values and finalize the design. The dynamicity in their work lays on the ability to 

automatically generate dashboard visualization elements based on the types available in 

knowledge graph. The user also has the flexibility to rearrange items as they prefer. Figure 3 shows 

the design phase of the dashboard using this approach. 
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Figure 3 Semantic BI sample dashboard – taken from [55] 

It is important to emphasise that this solution does not directly create a usable dashboard. This 

solution creates a configuration that can be used by Business Intelligence (BI) tools to render the 

dashboard. Authors mentioned that their developed tool can interact with several BI solutions and 

send them required information to generate the dashboard. For this study implementation, they 

used QlikSense a BI tool that accepts REST calls to generate dashboards. Therefore, once all 

required definitions were performed to define dashboard configuration, the system sends it to 

QlikSense to generate appropriate dashboard. The main issue in this approach is the dependency 

between the proposed solution and other BI tools which limits the level of flexibility to what these 

tools are providing. 

 e) Web Knowledge Approach 

Hoecke et al. [56] presented a dynamic dashboard to tackle the heterogeneity and large numbers 

of sensors available. They emphasized on the fact that different protocols and formats are used by 

sensors to communicate their measurements and results which created a big heterogeneity. To 

tackle this problem, they assumed that sensors provide a uniform Web API which solves the 

heterogeneity of data.  
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Figure 4 Overview of Knowledge Base connection of visualization to data services  – taken from [56] 

 

The pillar of their solution is to semantically describe provided sensors’ data coming from APIs, 

to reach a higher level of flexibility. Based on this idea, they developed several visualization 

services which are responsible for visualizing data independently from the sensor. Instead, these 

services accept data from data collector services that work with different types of sensors. The 

linkage between data collectors and visualization services is handled by Knowledge Base which 

is developed to store the logic of linking each visualization service to a data service (Figure 4) 

Whenever a new data service is created, the reasoner is triggered and find the most appropriate 

visualization for this specific type of sensor. The final dashboard is composed of a number of 

visualization elements to represent important information collected by sensors. 

The downside of this solution is that the final dashboard is limited to a set of visualizations that 

are offered by visualization services. There is no functionality to add necessary visualization 

elements that can be beneficial for final layout of the dashboard and help users better perceive 

presented information. However, the idea of linking visualization services to a particular type of 

sensor of data structure is inspiring for us as we have similar entities in IoT environments (such as 
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sensors or data streams that requires a specific form of visualization). Therefore, part of our 

proposed solution is linked to this idea. The detail about the usage of this approach in our solution 

will be presented in next chapter (section 2.1). 

 f) User Profiling 

Ines et al. [57] suggested automatic integrating visualization components with user profiles and a 

set of indicators to dynamically produce tailored dashboards to respond to diverse user needs in 

different contexts. The overall structure of this approach is shown in Figure 5. To investigate user 

contexts, an assessment of user needs performed using questionnaires and interviews with different 

sections to discover five key points in dashboard context:  

• Who: aimed to describe user, who is using dashboard and their characteristics which includes 

information like their preferences, knowledge level and types of decision-making. 

• What: specifies what type of information that each user (decision maker) needs to have  

• When: specifies at when a particular type of data can be more beneficial to be visualized 

• How: focused on how certain information can be visualization in specific situations for a 

viewer  

• Then: declares what happens in certain conditions 

 

Figure 5 Annotated services approach  – taken from [57]   

Based on the result of this questionnaire, a user description is generated which illustrates how each 

user sees their desired dashboard. In visualization description, information about characteristics of 
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certain visualization elements (e.g., number of dimensions they support, which data structures they 

accept, what’s the purpose of visualization) are included. Lastly, annotated indicators, includes 

description of different scenarios to provide dashboard generator engine information about the 

relationship between indicators, visualization and users. By describing all information (user 

characteristics, needs and preference), the engine will link required components to create an 

instance of the dashboard.  

 g) Declarative Definition  

Tundo et al. [58] proposed a solution to generate dashboards using high-level declarative definition 

information. This solution follows three steps to generate a dashboard based on the declarative 

input: 1) write the declarative definition, 2) transform declarative information to technology 

independent dashboard and 3) translate technology independent dashboard to real concrete 

dashboard.  

1st step: At this step the user (or an automated tool) needs to provide their interested parameters 

using a declarative language. This declaration includes two main parts:  

1. Parameters to be monitored (KPIs)  

2. Graphical methods used to visualize the defined parameters 

Based on this information a set of charts for defined KPI to be monitored can be created. Figure 6 

shows an example of declarative definition of a dashboard. 

2nd step: A meta-model is used which declares the arrangement of visual elements to the intended 

dashboard along with how these elements are divided in multiple pages. Authors named this Meta 

model as a “Virtual Dashboard”, as it contains all required information about the dashboard, but it 

is still not able to render. More specifically, they defined “Virtual Dashboard” as a set of 

“Dashboard Pages” that are linked together, and each page contains several “Dashboard Items” 

that can be one or more visualization elements.   
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Figure 6 Example of declarative definition of dashboard  – taken from  [58] 

3rd step: The generated Virtual Dashboard will be translated into a real input for vendor available 

software that can render dashboards (e.g., Grafana, Kibana). Since this step depends on the targeted 

tool to render the dashboard, they might not be able to map all elements as it is defined in the 

original description. Finding the best possible match is the responsibility of this step. It is also 

worth mentioning that authors assumed that dashboard generation engine interpret the metrics used 

in the declaration file (e.g., usage of CPU), however, they provided no details how they performed 

that. 

 

Discussion  

Our goal was to perform a review on existing approaches to build tailored dashboards. More 

specifically we are interested to understand how other studies managed the requirements of each 

user and how handled tailored dashboards accordingly.  Following we highlight the key strategies 

of the existing approaches on three: i) Facilitate source code generation, ii) Connecting to existing 

BI tools and iii) Personalized solutions. 
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i) Facilitate source code generation 

Achieving tailored solutions in code level was one of the approaches taken in the literature. A 

number of studies took software production line in the literature [53, 54]. This approach uses code 

templates to achieve dynamic creation of dashboards. User requirements and usage context is fed 

to the generation engine to generate the source code of the intended dashboard. Similarly, A model-

driven approach developed by Palpanas et al. [52] follows the same approach using defined 

models. The difference in this study is that information provided as input for their system is fine-

grained based on dashboard structure and it asks to provide more details including navigation, 

access controls and templates. Based on this provided information, a complete functional code for 

the dashboard is generated. In all mentioned works that use code approach, the developers have 

access to final source code after generation of the dashboard and they can modify it to meet their 

desired customization. Therefore, this solution provides a high level of flexibility. On the other 

hand, this approach depends on the existence of developers and technical people, and it cannot be 

used by final users of the dashboard. Moreover, existence of source code means that the final 

solution should pass all steps required for deployment of a software, ranging from compiling code 

to deploy it on the final production system. However, none of mentioned studies provided specific 

plans for deployment which can be a very resource consuming task if it is not performed properly. 

ii) Connecting to existing BI tools 

Interestingly, a number of existing solutions used external BI tools for the final rendering of the 

dashboard. Tundor et al. [58]  proposed declaration description of the dashboard, and the final 

output of their system is a configuration layout which can be used by other BI solutions to represent 

the designed dashboard. Similarly, Santos et al. [55] proposed a knowledge graph which uses 

ontology approach to generate dashboards automatically for smart cities. They used API methods 

to communicate with other BI solutions and reduce the efforts require to create the dashboard. 

Although leaving the responsibility of rendering final dashboard can dramatically reduce 

development time and cost, it has a number of clear drawbacks. The main drawback of this 

approach is that the software cannot work standalone, and the user needs to link the output of 

proposed solutions to another external tool to be able to visualize data. Moreover, not all BI tools 

support common forms of visualization. An element on the designed dashboard might not be able 

to render on certain BI tools and therefore they cannot be shown on the final dashboard. 
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iii) Personalized solutions 

A number of studies aimed to personalize the dashboard to users based on their need. We witnessed 

two different perspectives to achieve this goal. One perspective was to perform this procedure 

automatically based on the behavior and usage of end users while they are using the dashboard. 

For instance, Belo et al. [59] aimed to restructure the dashboard elements based on information 

collected during end-user usage. The other perspective, require explicit definition of user needs 

and then tailoring dashboard based on declared needs. This idea can be seen in studies of 

Ines et al. [57] and Tundo et al. [58]. More specifically, Ines et al. [57] designed a questionnaire 

to extract the needs of the end user and use collected information later to provide personalized 

dashboard.  Similarly, Tundo et al. [58] also need an explicit declaration of intended dashboard. 

In both perspectives, authors assumed that the dashboard has the required visualization elements 

to reply to the needs of users and the main goal is to make existing elements more accessible for 

users. They did not mention how they want to handle the changes in users’ need over time or how 

to provide different users with different data.   

Overall, the existing solutions in literature provided limited flexibility in terms of design and 

supporting new visual elements, most of the proposed solution focused on linking existing visual 

element to appropriate data sources and create a dashboard by combining these elements.  

Similarly, majority of proposed solutions have not considered the need for adjusting dashboard 

after its creation and once the dashboard is created, there is no room for customization or trying 

different possible dashboard designs. In the existing solutions, we did not witness the option to 

provide a flexibility in designing the whole frame of a dashboard. Although the content of the 

dashboard is customized in these solutions, the structure and the frame of the dashboard is fixed 

for all users and use cases, and the need to change the structure is not supported. 

Some drawbacks and ambiguities are also witnessed in reviewed studies, for example, 

Tundo et al. [58] proposed declarative dashboards, which they assumed the system is aware of 

defined metrics in the declaration file. They did not mention how the system should know the 

metrics. Similarly, Santos et al. [55] suggested connecting dashboard to external BI tools, 

however, they did not explain how SPARQL data is queried and if the system can update itself 

with changes in the data source or not, while it is being shown in other BI tools. Another important 

negative factor is that we observed the concept of user is not considered in all existing solutions. 
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More specifically, Hoecke et al. [56] and Santos et al. [55] have not involved user in their 

dashboard creation and the main goal was to automatically link data sources to visual elements of 

the dashboard. 

After exploring the literature of healthcare and tailored dashboards, in next chapter we present our 

designed approach.  



 

 

 

Chapter 2  

Design Approach  

We introduce in this chapter our proposed solution (namely AMI-Dash), guided by requirements 

identified based on the results of our literature review. After providing an overview of our solution 

and approach, we will describe the requirements and then explain how our proposed solution 

replies to the identified requirements. Lastly, we present our methods to evaluate our proposed 

solution. 

2.1 Overview of the Approach  

We adopted an agile approach with four main steps to reach our goal of designing adaptive 

dashboards in the context of senior residences.  

1st step: Define the Requirements For an Adaptable Dashboard For Senior Residences.  

At the first step, we identify main requirements based on the results of our literature review. Our 

starting point was to analyze to which extent existing work has addressed the problems of our work 

(section 1.3.2 B). According to our analysis, we have grouped the requirements in two: 1) end-

user requirements that refer to the needs and expectations of end-users of dashboards (in our case 
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healthcare professionals), and 2) technical requirements which refers to system needs of 

dashboards in senior residences context. 

2nd step: Design a Solution That Replies to the Identified Requirements 

Based on the best practices in the literature of tailored dashboards, our context of work and stacked 

technological solutions in AMI-Lab, we proposed a solution for each requirement taking in 

account how to address the stated problems (section Introduction - B). Our study of the literature 

led us to center the reply to the requirement around two main perspectives “dynamicity” and 

“scalability” (section 1.3.2), since they are the key stone in dashboard adaptability, which are 

missing in the existing works.  

3rd Step: Implement a Prototype  

We designed AMI-Dash as a web-based prototype based on the solutions identified in step 1. The 

cornerstone of this solution is to provide healthcare professionals with friendly studios that give 

them the ability to design and configure their desired dashboards easily and then automatically 

adapt it to the real-world configuration. The idea is to provide healthcare professionals with a rich 

set of components (in the studios) that enable them to achieve flexible designs while having the 

option to adapt their design to the real-world environment of deployments.   

4th Step: Evaluate the Prototype in Real Setting  

Based on the approaches witnessed in the literature review, we concluded that two aspects need to 

be evaluated in order to measure the success of our solution: a) the user interaction with the system 

and b) the technical development. Therefore, we designed our evaluation in two parts: 1) Human 

Computer Interaction (HCI) Evaluation and 2) Technical Evaluation. The HCI evaluation target 

mainly measuring the usability of the proposed solution1. The technical evaluation focuses on 

 

1 Design of HCI evaluation methods is performed with the collaboration with Dr. Naser Dehghan, a 

Postdoctoral fellow in AMI-Lab expert on User Experience (UX). 
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evaluating the metrics related to the technical requirements and to which extent the solution replies 

to our requirements. 

Following we will detail our approach’s steps one by one. 

2.2 Requirements For Adapted Dashboard Targeting Senior 

Residence 

We have identified a set of requirements for healthcare dashboards based on our literature review 

with focus on our problem statement (section  1.3) and common issues in reviewed studies in the 

healthcare literature. As our context of work is senior residences, we selected key requirements 

that are needed for adapted dashboard in these places. We divided the requirements based on the 

perspective of healthcare professionals and the technicality of the work, since these two aspects 

need to be addressed for the success of the design. Following we start by elaborating healthcare 

professional requirements followed by system technical requirements. 

2.2.1 End User Requirements Adapted Dashboard Targeting Senior 

Residence  

We have identified five categories of end-user requirements that involves dashboards in senior 

residences: 

 A) Flexible Design of Page Components (R-EU-A) 

The design of a dashboard page is one of the major factors in the usefulness of a dashboard. It 

greatly affects how it is perceived and used by users. As the more it fits the user needs and 

perceptions, the more it is useful. Design flexibility allows healthcare professionals to design a 

dashboard that is optimal for their use cases and matches their preferences. For example, if they 

are provided with a tool that enables them to have design flexibility, they can prioritize what is 

more important for them and place these elements on the most visible part of the dashboard to have 

at-a-glance understanding of the situation. This improved visibility of data can increase 
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accessibility of data, which is another important factor in healthcare dashboards (section 1.3.2 A), 

which can lead to a reduction in medical errors. Still, most of the existing dashboards have not 

responded to this need, as they are based on one static design and provide no flexibility of design 

to healthcare professionals. Additionally, most of the existing tools to create dashboards are only 

for software developers and they are not adapted for healthcare professionals to enable them to 

design their own dashboards. Software developers are not in the context of healthcare, and they 

need to implement the dashboard solution after performing several steps to understand the context 

and extract the users’ requirements, which leads to increased development time and consequently, 

development cost.  

Moreover, the needs of healthcare professionals and their priorities might change over time, 

especially when there is a long period to develop and deliver the dashboard solution. If healthcare 

professionals are provided with a static design of dashboards, they have very limited possibilities 

to adjust and redesign the dashboard pages, if this possibility even exists. Therefore, a solution that 

enables flexible design of the dashboard is essential for healthcare professionals.  

 B) Tailored Design for Each User (R-EU-B) 

The increased number of healthcare professionals who require dashboard is remarkable in the 

literature (section 1.3.1), which stimulates the need for solutions to adapt these dashboards based 

on the real needs of these professionals (with different roles, goals and preferences), to respond to 

their information needs and enable them to perform their tasks efficiently.  The requirement 

R – EU – A (section 2.2.1 A) highlighted the need for a flexible design. However, current 

requirement is related to the need of tailored design for different users in the system, emphasis on 

the fact that provided flexibility should not be limited to certain healthcare professionals. In other 

words, any solution should consider the possibility of having multiple healthcare professionals in 

the system and enable them to create their own tailored design to fulfill their real needs. 

 C) Flexible Design of Chart Styles (R-EU-C) 

Charts are among the most important visualization techniques, and they are integral part of 

dashboards nowadays, as they can visualize data intuitively and help healthcare professionals to 

analyze data easier especially when they are dealing with large amount of data (section 1.3.2 B). 
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Depending on the needs or preferences of each healthcare professional, they may need specific 

types of visualization that suits their needs and can fulfill their information requirements. It is 

important that responding to information needs is different than collecting required data for the 

information. There are some specific cases that multiple information requirements use same data, 

however, the way that data is consumed is different. As an example, while a nurse in interested to 

see the status of patient heart rate, another practitioner might need to see the history of the patient 

heart rate over the last two months. At the same time, a third practitioner might intend to extract 

the minimum of heartbeats in each day. As it can be seen, although the data source for heartbeat 

is the same, the way each healthcare professional consumes data, and their visualization needs are 

different. Moreover, the style of charts they need might also be different, for instance, a nurse 

might need to visualize heart rate on a line chart, while a cardiologist may need to visualize data 

in histogram form. Therefore, there is a need for a solution that enables healthcare professionals 

to fulfill their diverse information needs and access charts that they need. 

 D) Easy Representation of the Environmental Situation and Information (R-EU-D) 

Healthcare professionals should be able to map real data (which may include IoT and RHM devices 

along with wearable sensors deployed in the environment) into visual elements inside the 

dashboard so that they can represent parameters related to the environment that are useful for them 

and help them perform Remote Monitoring tasks easier (section 1.3.2 A).  For example, dashboard 

designers in senior residences need to interact with IoT platforms and other data sources to better 

serve the needs of healthcare professionals in their follow-up tasks. An important aspect is to match 

data with the deployment reality, for example, dashboard designers need to know the deployment 

context of an IoT sensor such as the heart rate data is coming from a smart watch that is with Bob 

and the occupancy information in related to the bed in the room of Charly. In this context, 

healthcare professionals need to have seamless interaction with data sources in order to integrate 

real collected data with their designed dashboard. However, this interaction is often complex as 

IoT platforms usually consist of many layers including sensors, gateways, and application. Still, a 

dashboard solution needs to have features that facilitate interaction between dashboard and IoT 

platform to enable healthcare professionals to consume sensor data, IoT services, RHM devices 

and health data in an easy manner. The complexity of this need lays on the fact that each situation 

in the real environment requires appropriate visualization that can consume generated data and at 
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the same time satisfy the information needs of the healthcare professionals. This is especially true 

when information represented on the dashboard is not domain-specific and healthcare 

professionals have diverse set of use cases (e.g., ranging from identifying individuals at risk of 

diabetes to regular health monitoring). Thus, an appropriate solution should support representation 

of a wide variety of real-world environmental situation. 

 E) Fast Dashboard Creation (R-EU-E) 

It is critical for healthcare professionals to use dashboards to gain insight about what they really 

need. However, due to the changing environment of healthcare realm, the priorities of healthcare 

professionals are likely to change over time. COVID-19 outbreak is a clear example of a change 

in the priorities of parameters to be monitored [22] . Ordinary development and deployment 

methods of dashboards cannot rapidly respond to the new needs of healthcare professionals as they 

are often time-consuming due to required steps ranging from understanding requirements to 

administrative procedures to agree on developing a new dashboard. This is especially true in senior 

residences, where they can host a large number of older adults equipped with a variety of sensors 

to perform constant monitoring. Having such number of people and sensors make dashboard 

design even more time-consuming if it is performed in traditional methods (by developers only). 

This long development time creates the risk of delivering obsolete dashboard, in which health 

providers no longer need the requested parameter as they have another new priority. Therefore, an 

ideal solution should ease the procedure of designing dashboard even if it is deployed in a large-

scale deployment with numerous sensors and individuals, there should be a mechanism to facilitate 

linking such a large number of sensors and individuals to the final dashboard to make it fast enough 

and consequently minimize the time required to have a dashboard ready. This will ideally enable 

health providers focus on their desired priorities without waiting for a long time for the 

development of a new dashboard.  

 

After presenting end-user requirements, following we discuss technical requirements for a 

dashboard in senior residence context. 
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2.2.2 Technical Requirements for Dashboard Targeting Senior Residence 

We have identified five categories of technical requirements that involves dashboards in senior 

residences: 

 A) Privacy Prevention and Security (R-Tec-A) 

Protected Health Information (PHI) is an important factor in healthcare dashboards. Legislation in 

many countries including Canada requires least privilege or “minimum necessary” access to 

personal health care information [60]. Since all healthcare professionals who are using the 

dashboard usually consume a single common data source, it is critical to have a mechanism is 

needed to handle access levels of healthcare professionals and limit them to part of the data that is 

required for them and control for who has access to what and an understanding of when/how the 

access is used. In another word, not all healthcare professionals need to have access all the 

available data. Each health provider should be limited to access only portions of information that 

is essential for them to perform their tasks. However, the complexity of this requirement lies on 

the fact that health information is usually stored in a central storage for integrity and accessibility 

reasons [61].  

Technically, it is important to have both authentication and authorization methods in an ideal 

dashboard system. Authentication refers to the ability to understand which healthcare professional 

is asking for data while authorization is responsible for checking if this healthcare professional has 

permission to access data or not [62]. Additionally, the solution should support access levels 

adaptation over time based on changes within the organization. For instance, if healthcare provider 

changed their position, or if one new person joined the organization.   

Moreover, all the communication between dashboard system and central storage system should be 

confidential and not being exposed in any other area, especially communication channel which 

may pass thorough networks that are not safe which can lead to leakage of data or man in the 

middle attacks [63]. 
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 B) Easy Deployment of a Dashboard (R-Tec-B) 

Deployment refers to delivering the final version of designed dashboard to real users (healthcare 

professionals in our case). Nowadays more complex software solutions are introduced in numerous 

domains including healthcare dashboards. These modern solutions usually involve adding third 

party systems to the solution including databases, firewalls and caching systems [64]. When it 

comes to deployment of new solutions, all these aspects should be considered to setup which leads 

to time-consuming procedure and needs of technical individuals and paper works regarding 

administrative permission. However, as discussed in literature review, due to changing 

environment of healthcare there is a need to minimize the delivery time of the dashboard. 

Therefore, a solution should consider easy deployment and delivery of dashboards to the 

healthcare professionals and enable them to respond to changes faster. 

 C) Real-time Data Visualization if Needed (R-Tec-C) 

Real-time data refers to data which collected and processed in near real time and is available 

immediately after it is collected by sensing devices. This form of data can be specifically beneficial 

to reduce intervention time and improve patient safety, two important use-cases of dashboards in 

healthcare and senior residences (section 1.3.2 A). In both cases, intervention and safety, it is 

critical for healthcare professionals to notify any abnormal condition of the patient or the 

monitored person as quickly as possible.  

Since constant in-person monitoring is not feasible (considering large number of seniors, shortage 

of nurses), health providers need to rely on RHM. These devices can constantly monitor 

individuals’ health parameters and transmit them using wireless technologies. However, these 

measured parameters should be presented to responsible people in “Real-time” to notify them in 

the earliest time possible. As an example, a sudden reduction in blood pressure can be a sign of a 

serious problem. If it can be detected in real time by healthcare professionals, they are enabled to 

take timely actions to prevent serious health complications.  

 D) Low Resource Consumption (R-Tec-D) 

Dashboards usually include multiple charts and figures along with other visualization elements 

like maps and images which potentially can consume a high amount of resources. With the 
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emergence of new RHM devices and IoT sensors, measured data for a large variety of health and 

environmental factors are available. Having such number of measured factors can be interpreted 

to have an even larger number of visualization elements on desired dashboards, which require 

handling a large amount of data and processing. Additionally, to support real-time data 

visualization, there are scheduled tasks which periodically fetch data from servers and refresh the 

contents of elements. Numerous dashboard solutions [34, 41, 65] are deployed on devices like 

tablets and smart TVs with limited computational resources. Therefore, it is critical for dashboard 

solutions to consume low resources of the system in order to be able to handle a large number of 

visualization elements and to be host on a variety of devices, especially when there is a need to 

load real-time data.   

 E) Scalability (R-Tec-E) 

Dashboard solution should be able to handle unpredictable requirements in the future. Healthcare 

domain is dynamic, and a wide variety of needs exists in this realm. With constant advancements 

in sensors and healthcare devices, it is highly likely to have new types of devices available in the 

market. These new devices might need new form of visualization or new algorithms to enable 

healthcare professionals to analyze and interpret the data. Therefore, it is essential to be able to 

support emerging needs in healthcare domain.  

 

In the next section, we present our proposed approach to handle the above-mentioned 

requirements. 

2.3 Proposed Approach  

We explored and analyzed existing approaches in literature to guide our approach of designing 

tailored dashboards (section 1.4). We based our design of AMI-Dash main architecture of our 

solution on a combination of Model-Driven approach (section 1.4.2 b) and Web Knowledge 

approach (section 1.4.2 e) along with considering the identified requirements (section 2.2). This 

strategy of combination provides us a high level of flexibility while enabling us to involve the user 

in all stages of dashboard design. Following we detail our solution, we start by providing an 
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overview of AMI-Dash, followed by details of how our solution replies to the identified needs 

(section 2.2).  

2.3.1 General View of the Solution  

Our approach is based on a number of subsystems to form the complete solution (Figure 7). The 

main part of our solution is the Page-Designer which is responsible for enabling healthcare 

professionals to create and design dashboard pages based on their needs and preferences 

(Requirement R-EU-A). This designer is equipped with functionality to communicate with IoT 

infrastructure of AMI-Lab, and visual elements of this page designer has attributes to connect to 

real devices in IoT infrastructure (Requirement R-EU-D). 

As our proposed solution need to integrate the dashboard with IoT systems (fast dashboard 

creation), we need to have semantic information about the deployed sensors and geographical 

setting of the deployment area (e.g., on a floor plan) (Requirement R-EU-E).Once the healthcare 

professionals specified their preferred design, the design can be replicated automatically using our 

Dashboard Generation Engine which can adapt the designed dashboard to the deployment 

environment based on the defined model received from Environmental Configuration Tool (AMI-

ECT).  

Once we can manipulate information on the deployed sensors and the deployment environment, 

there is a need for manipulating the representation (view) of this information. Chart-Designer 

provides healthcare professionals the ability to manipulate dashboard charts with a great level of 

flexibility. It provides the ability to manipulate easily not only the layout of the pages and the 

arrangement of elements, but also, add new components and new visualization types that transform 

raw data to meaningful information (Requirement R-EU-C). 

Lastly, Dashboard-Viewer is responsible to render the final layout of designed dashboard for 

healthcare professionals with all required visualizations. This viewer along with previously 

mentioned parts of the solution are integrated with Authentication system of AMI-Platform to 

separate the design space of each healthcare professional and provide user tailored services. 

(Requirement R-EU-B).  
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Figure 7 Overview of proposed solution 

 

Following we will discuss how our proposed solution can reply to the identified requirements in 

detail. 

2.3.2 Reply to End-user requirements for dashboard for senior residence 

In this section we provide our proposed solutions to handle identified end-user requirements one 

by one (2.2.1): 

 A) Flexible Design of Page Components   

In order to enable healthcare professionals to achieve flexibility in their dashboard designs, we 

proposed a Page-Designer which provides healthcare professionals a high level of flexibility and 

enables them to achieve their intended design and arrange dashboard elements in their preferred 

way. All the elements inside the Page-Designer (and the Dashboard-Viewer) are components, and 

each component can be programed to perform a specific task or visualize information with certain 

method. Components plays a key role in our implementation as it enables the system to accept new 

components in case of needing a new visualization method or dashboard element, we can simply 

add newly developed component to our system. All components of the system are customizable, 

allowing healthcare professionals to change a wide range of attributes related to each specific 

component.  Additionally, Page-Designer is equipped with a page navigator, which allows 
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healthcare professionals to design separate pages and interconnect them in the final part of the 

dashboard. This navigation can help healthcare professionals divide the dashboard content in 

different pages leading to a more friendly design of the dashboard. 

 B) Tailored Design for Each User 

With integration of authentication system with AMI-Dash, our system can differentiate healthcare 

professionals from each other, and we isolated the design space of each of them to provide a 

pristine designer for each healthcare professional. Using this approach, each healthcare 

professional can design their own dashboard while it is independent from other dashboards existing 

in the system. In other words, our solution handle designing dashboards at a user-level (for each 

healthcare professional) and we give them the ability to create their intended dashboard. It is 

important to emphasise that healthcare professionals are still able to access the dashboards created 

by other healthcare professionals in the system (using Dashboard-Viewer) if they have the required 

permission. 

 C) Flexible Design of Chart Styles  

As part of our solution to reply to the need of having flexible charts, we proposed a Chart-Designer 

to enable healthcare professionals create their own customized charts. Chart-Designer provides 

healthcare professionals a rich set of standard charts and they will have the possibility to create 

new charts based on these standard templates. A data panel in the Chart-Designer allows healthcare 

professionals to define filters using a simplified query builder to as well as specifying their required 

aggregation on the data, and they can easily connect their preferred chart to defined data source. 

Customization is possible in Chart-Designer, and healthcare professionals can modify multiple 

attributes including type, color, size, background, and numerous other factors related to a chart. 

 D) Easy Representation of Environmental Situation   

We facilitate the link between visualization elements and their real sensors by designing a 

procedure to automatically load sensor information without involving healthcare professionals into 

technical aspects of IoT infrastructure. As we mentioned in the reply to the requirement R-EU-C 

(section 2.3.2 C), healthcare professionals can use Chart-Designer to create new charts. Dashboard 
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designers can take a designed chart and connect it to another similar sensor using the sensor’ 

unique identifier. In other words, one chart can be designed, and it can be used to visualize 

information of similar sensors by providing ID of the sensor. We took an innovative approach and 

employed sophisticated algorithms to dynamically extract required parameters of each chart. These 

extracted parameters will be shown as attributes for the chart. For example, a healthcare 

professional might design a chart with shows the information of a sensor with identifier ‘A’, this 

field will be automatically extracted and shown as a parameter for the designed chart to ease the 

connection of similar sensors to the dashboard.  As a result, when healthcare professional place 

this chart on the dashboard page, they can adjust these parameters simply by changing an attribute. 

Therefore, they can design a chart and connect as many as sensors they need, to a single form of 

chart by changing the identifier of the sensor.  

 E) Fast Dashboard Creation 

In order to facilitate the adaptation of the dashboard with the deployment environment, we propose 

to integrate dashboard base on the real arrangement of the real-world deployments. Therefore, we 

introduced Environmental-ML2, a standard semantic model to represent real environment that 

provides a description of the most important features of deployment environment and its 

geographical setting as well as information of deployed sensors, their measured parameters and 

IDs. This model is JSON-based, which means its human readable and it can be changed using 

ordinary text editors. We use this description through this model to enable AMI-Dash to adapt 

dashboard to real environment and generated required dashboard pages accordingly.  

We also introduced the concept of Template and Generation-Engine to our design to generate new 

pages (based on this environment model). A template is a sampled design dashboard that drives 

our dashboard generation engine, so that our engine will be able to replicate and use the design of 

the template for described areas in the environment. Therefore, the concept of template empowers 

our designer to apply one design of a template dashboard to all defined areas in the model. This 

template design usually includes a number of elements including charts, maps, states and labels. 

 

2 The Environmental-ML was developed in collaboration with Souhail Maraoui, MSc colleague in AMI-

Lab, who is in charge of developing the Environmental Configuration Tool (AMI-ECT). 
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Each of these elements need to be adjusted to their respective element. For example, if our engine 

is generating a dashboard for Room 3, all elements inside the dashboard that generated for Room 

3 must visualize information that belongs to this room. To this aim, we took a novel approach to 

combine charts with dashboard pages that are being created by our dashboard engine. The novelty 

of our work lies on algorithms to automatically extract parameters of the chart (which is designed 

by healthcare professionals as a sample design) and then adapt this same chart to different 

deployment areas based on information in the environment model. Therefore, our approach allows 

healthcare professionals to rapidly adapt their intended design to the deployment place. As an 

example, in a senior residence we may have 30 rooms with a similar configuration, healthcare 

professionals will only need to design dashboard pages for one room and the design can be 

automatically adapted for all existing rooms. 

2.3.3 Reply to Technical Requirements for Dashboard for Senior 

Residence 

In this section we provide our proposed solutions to handle the identified technical requirements 

(section 2.2.2).  

 A) Privacy Prevention and Security 

Different healthcare professionals may need to have different access levels based on their roles. 

We proposed to integrate an authentication system in our solution which can handle all the 

functionality to define users (healthcare professionals) and assigning their roles. This system 

should allow defining new roles along with handing credentials of healthcare professionals 

dynamically while having the possibility to integrate with external sources (in our case, Page-

Designer and Dashboard-Viewer).  Based on healthcare professional information, dashboard 

system can apply limitations according to their roles and give them appropriate data management 

permission. As an example, the designer may wish to limit a page to be visible only for healthcare 

professionals with “Nurse” role. Dashboard Studio can handle that based on their identifier as the 

logic of showing a page is handled there.  Moreover, all the communication between server and 

dashboard are encrypted to keep data confidential even if it passes through unsecure networks. 
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 B) Easy Deployment of a Dashboard 

To facilitate the deployment of dashboards and reduce its complexity, we proposed a subsystem 

called Dashboard-Viewer in our solution to automate the deployment procedure. Dashboard-

Viewer is responsible for reading the configuration of requested dashboard from the data source. 

The input of Dashboard-Viewer is a JSON object that contains information about the elements 

inside the dashboard and their arrangement inside the final layout of rendered dashboard. This 

JSON object starts with a ROOT child which lists all its children and therefore enable render 

engine to detect how to start rendering elements (details in section 2.4.3 A). Once configuration is 

loaded, a render engine in Dashboard-Viewer will parse the configuration to extract items and their 

arrangement in the dashboard and start rendering the designed dashboard and load its content. 

Using this approach, no configuration and changes on web server is required as our subsystem will 

handle all the procedures to find the configuration of requested pages and loading them. As our 

Dashboard-Viewer is always running on the server, there is no need to configure any additional 

system and a dashboard is instantly available once its design is finished. 

 C) Real-Time Data Visualization if Needed  

To support visualization of real-time data, dashboard components are able to receive live updates 

from their data sources and visualize data in a real-time manner. For each component there is a 

long-running background task which is responsible to regularly update data of the component on 

regular intervals. However, not all elements have the same level of importance. While a certain 

chart may need regular updates, we may have another visualization that’s static over time. 

Therefore, we enable healthcare professionals to adjust update intervals based on the sensitivity of 

the element’s data. For instance, they might set update intervals for a heartbeat chart to half a 

second while setting the update interval of sleep status to five seconds since it has less sensitive 

data.  

 D) Low Resource Consumption  

We aimed to minimize system resource consumption in our proposed solution. Dashboard-Viewer 

is the core part of the system responsible for rendering layout and contents of the dashboard, makes 

it the main target for our efforts to make it efficient. One of our initiatives is to limit refreshing 
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dashboard charts to the time that they are visible, this approach can greatly reduce resource 

consumption by reducing the number of requests sent for refreshing the updateable components as 

each component will only send the update request if it is visible on the page. If a chart is not visible 

in the page, it will stop sending any request till it becomes visible again. This method is especially 

beneficial when there are a large number of charts on the dashboard and many of them are not 

always visible unless healthcare professionals scroll or switch tabs. Another initiative for 

optimization is loading dashboard images in lazy mode, in this approach all images in the 

dashboard are flagged to be loaded in lazy mode, which means the browser will priorities loading 

the real content over images. Once the original content is loaded, then browser will start loading 

images which considerably reduce the load time of the dashboard. Using Async load methods is 

another optimization we added. All data elements inside the dashboard send their requests for data 

in asynchronous mode, which means that loading the data of each chart is not part of loading the 

dashboard itself. In contrast, the elements will be loaded initially, and once each component is 

loaded, they can start requesting data. We also enabled compression on our web server to reduce 

size of information received from the server, which minimizes the size of data exchange. On top 

of all these improvements, a set of optimizations is also performed in code level of our proposed 

prototype including using most efficient libraries, reordering web elements to achieve the most 

optimal load speed and disable logging in production mode. 

 E) Scalability  

Our dashboard designer is developed as a component-based solution to provide high level of 

flexibility in terms of accepting new components. Component-based design is a software 

architecture that focus on building reusable parts which encapsulated a predefined functionality to 

a unit and this unit can be used across applications. The main advantage is usability of existing 

components and improved reliability of the whole system (as components are independently 

developed and tested). All the elements inside the dashboard are components, and each component 

can be programed to perform a specific task or visualize information with certain method. Being 

components, plays a key role in our implementation as it enables the system to accept new 

components in case of needing a new visualization method or dashboard element, we can simply 

add newly developed component to our system. 
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2.4 Technical Implementation  

We introduce in this section our prototype version of our solution AMI-Dash Studio. AMI-Dash 

Studio has implemented the proposed solutions discussed in 2.2 to provide a solution to respond 

to the identified needs and enable healthcare professionals to easily create dashboards adapted to 

each deployment.  AMI-Dash Studio has been developed in collaboration with other teams in AMI-

Lab with agile methodology. This methodology enabled us to assess the system throughout the 

development phase in several iterations and assure integrity of our solution with other elements of 

AMI-Platform to ensure that all parts of the system are working together. Dashboard Designer is 

the core of our proposed solution which enables healthcare professionals to design their intended 

dashboards and automatically adapt them to different environments based on information received 

from Environmental Configuration Tool (AMI-ECT).  

Following we will discuss main top-level components of our solution (Environment Configuration 

Tool, Chart Designer and Dashboard Designer) one by one. 

2.4.1 Environment Configuration Tool 

We use the “Environmental Configuration Tool (AMI-ECT) (2 Page 55) to have information about 

applied sensors and geographical configuration of the environment, in order to automatically adapt 

the dashboard design to different deployment places.  This tool describes the deployment place 

precisely so that it can be consumed by the dashboard studio to drive the generation engine 

adaptively.  

The AMI-ECT provides a 3D designer in which healthcare professional is able to drag-and-drop 

physical elements that exist in the deployment place to create a floor plan of the building or 

apartment, as well as place sensors on it and specify their types (Figure 8). 
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Figure 8 Example of running configuration tool 

 

The output of this component is an “Environment Model” which precisely describe the deployment 

area and contains all data needed to adapt the dashboard design. To make this format usable by 

dashboard generator engine, a post-processing step is performed to extract a list of unique areas 

and their corresponding sensors. As a result, a JSON array is created based on the environment 

and each item in this array belongs to one space that contains information about it as a JSON 

object. This JSON object stores generic information about the occupant (e.g., name, age, gender) 

along with applied sensors (e.g., type, unique identifier). Figure 9 illustrates the role of this tools 

in overall dashboard creation procedure. 
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Figure 9 Procedure of generating pages based on environmental information 

Providing a list of existing environments is another functionality needed from this configuration 

tool so that AMI-Dash Studio users (healthcare professionals) can choose which environment they 

want to use for the page generation engine, and pages will be generated according to the 

information provided about that environment.  

2.4.2 Chart Designer 

As a result of our analysis of different aspects of charts in the dashboard, we found following three 

high-level steps in designing charts: 

• Data selection: As the first step to design a new chart, we need to have mechanisms to enable 

healthcare professionals to extract data from data sources, each healthcare professional can 

fetch required data based on their needs.  

• Designing charts: With the data fetched in the previous step, healthcare professionals can start 

designing their desired chart. A set of predefined and popular charts is available for healthcare 
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professionals, and they have the possibility to choose most suitable sort of visualization for 

their data.  

• Integrating designed charts with dashboard: Once design step is finished, the chart should 

be integrated with the dashboard so that charts can be visualized as part of the dashboard. 

Figure 10 provides an overview of all the required steps in our system to design charts: 

 

Figure 10 Overview of all steps in designing charts with AMI-Dash 

 

As it can be seen in the Figure 10, at the very first step the healthcare professional is supposed to 

create a new chart and specify the title (name) of this new chart and declare if it is a static chart or 

a template chart.  

If they choose template charts, the design can be automatically adapted to new environments 

provided by Configuration Tool. Once this initial information is provided by the healthcare 

professional, next step is to specify how to fetch data from data sources and define its filters and 

timeframe that should be captured from the source. The easiest option is to ask the end user 

(healthcare professionals) to write a query string. However, there are several clear drawbacks for 

that approach. First, the healthcare professional needs to have technical knowledge about the 

database and its structure and the knowledge to write appropriate queries. Apart from that, even if 

they had the knowledge working which queries, by writing a raw query we limit our logic to a 

specific database type used in our implementation and if there was any change in the database or 

its structure, it would directly affect the way end-user will need to define the query.  Therefore, we 

equipped our system with a number of data panels that can help healthcare professionals to define 

query and filters (Figure 11). 
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Figure 11 Aggregation definition in AMI-Dash 

Data panels provide a series of aggregation elements and filtering abilities, that enable healthcare 

professionals to extract their intended data from the data source without writing raw queries. 

Instead, healthcare professionals will need to only select the type of their visualization (temporal 

or non-temporal) along with the values for X and Y axes, and then the related queries will be 

automatically adjusted based on this type.  

 

Figure 12 Defining data filters in AMI-Dash 

There are situations where healthcare professionals may need to discard or include part of the data 

with specific attributes. To this goal, we have added a filtering functionality in our chart designer 

which allows to define conditions if a particular object should be included in the result or not. This 
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is done through a simple interface listing all existing fields in the data source and enabling 

healthcare professionals to easily specify inclusion/exclusion criteria. An example of adding filters 

can be seen in Figure 12. Each data types, has several possible conditions that can be defined by 

the healthcare professionals to include or exclude part of the data if they meet defined condition. 

Possible condition for each data type is listed in Table 2. 

Table 2 Possible filtering conditions in AMI-Dash 

Data Type Supported conditions 

Date 
== (equal), != (not equal), < (less than), > (more than), <= (less than or equal), >= (more than 

or equal) , Between, Not Between, Is null, Is not null 

String 
== (equal), != (not equal), Is Empty, Is Not Empty, Is null, In Not Null, Start With, End With, 

Like, Not Like, Proximity Like 

Number 
== (equal), != (not equal), < (less than), > (more than), <= (less than or equal), >= (more than 

or equal) , Between, Not Between, Is null, Is not null 

Boolean == (equal), != (not equal),Is null, Is not null 

  

Limiting the time span for the fetched data to be included in the chart is another aspect of designing 

charts that healthcare professionals may need. To do so, a timeframe chooser is also added to the 

proposed solution of the chart designer studio which enables healthcare professionals to specify 

which time periods should be included in their designed chart. This element initially requires 

healthcare professionals to select which field should be the reference to apply the time frame and 

then it allows them to define the time range or period they are interested in. Choosing the time is 

not limited to absolute times, and it also supports defining relative periods (e.g., past 15 minutes) 

An important aspect of the chart designer is the ability to design templates. Healthcare 

professionals can define charts as a static chart that will be shown as they are designed initially, or 

they can use templates which will be adapted to different spaces declared by the Configuration 

Tool. Templates are defined in our system as reusable charts that can be used in similar context. 

For example, a chart might be designed to visualize information related to a blood pressure sensor. 

In one deployment we might have a hundred patients equipped with an identical sensor.  In this 

situation, the design of the chart is the same among all these people and the only change is refining 

the data source of the chart. We tackled this problem by invoking a template and linking the blood 

pressure visualization of all these patients to one template. Generally, in our platform healthcare 
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professionals can design a chart and assign it as a template for a specific type of sensor. Once a 

chart is defined as a template, we invoke a query parser to extract the parameters from the query 

specified for this chart and set them as parameters that can be accepted from outside. Thus, when 

the dashboard generation engine is generating pages for different environments, the parameters for 

each chart can be different and belong to each environment. As another example, assuming a 

healthcare professional has created a template as a line chart to visualize room temperature and 

they designs a sample chart for room 1. Once they save this template, part of the query that 

specifies room==1 is parsed and changed to accept parameters. Then if we want to visualize this 

chart for other room, the id of the new room will be put in the new query, and it will show 

information for room 2.  

2.4.3 Dashboard Designer 

The cornerstone of our solution lies in this part of the system as it enables healthcare professionals 

to design dashboard pages and adapt them to the real-world environment based on the description 

provided through our Environment Configuration tool. Dashboard Studio consists of five main 

components which will be explained in the following sections. Figure 13 illustrates the high-level 

design of AMI-Dash Studio: 

 

Figure 13 Elements of Dashboard Studio 
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As we can see in Figure 13, AMI-Dash studio consists of five main parts: 

• Page and Template Designer: The main element in our solution in which healthcare 

professionals can design their desired Dashboards 

• Page Generation Engine: This engine is responsible for adapting healthcare professional 

designed dashboards to the arrangement of real-world environment  

• Dashboard Viewer: This part of the system handles rendering designed dashboard for final 

usage by healthcare professionals 

• Page Navigator: Enable navigation among dashboard pages  

• Authentication Manager: Handles healthcare professional permission to limit their access to 

certain pages if needed 

 

Following we provide more details about each of the mentioned parts. 

 A) Page Designer 

Each dashboard consists of a number of pages for visualizing information. Therefore, the 

cornerstone of creating a dashboard, is designing its pages and link them together. To this end, we 

developed Page-Designer in which healthcare professionals can build pages easily with minimal 

technical knowledge through simple drag-and-drop actions. A snapshot of dashboard page 

designer can be seen in Figure 14. To implement the page design functionality, we used an open-

source library called Craft.js which handles rendering and storing the arrangement of the elements. 

On top of this library, we added the functionality to design dashboards with multiple pages which 

is beneficial to categorize relevant information in different pages.  
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Figure 14 Snapshot of dashboard page designer 

There are two categories of pages build in AMI-Dash studio: Static Pages and Template Pages. 

Static pages refer to the pages that are not supposed to be generated for each “Space” described in 

the environment model. In contrast, we have Template Pages which refer to pages that need to be 

processed to be displayed. The aim of processing is to adapt the template to a Space described in 

the environment model. Once healthcare professionals finish designing template pages, the 

Generation Engine will take templates and create all necessary pages for entire described model 

and included the Spaces.  The details of the page generation engine will be discussed in 

section 2.4.3 B). In certain cases, there might be a need to add a component because of a new need 

or form of visualization emerged in practices. In these situations, to add a component, a set of 

functions should be added to describe the UI and the attributes of the newly added component. 

Once they are implemented, the component can be easily used along with the other existing 

components.  

From system perspective, the result of designing a page or template is a JSON array which contains 

description about the arrangement of the elements in the page and their properties, which is the 

output of this step. Figure 15, shows the structure of this JSON-based document:  
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Figure 15 Structure of a designed page in Dashboard Studio 

 

 B) Page Generator Engine 

This engine plays an important role in our system as it links the real environment to the healthcare 

professional’s required dashboards. The main role of this engine is to adapt Template Pages to real 

environment and generate pages that can present information related to a specific space. To this 

end, environmental model provided by the AMI-ECT is parsed to feed the engine to start 

processing all the elements inside defined templates. For each space in environment, the properties 

of all elements inside the dashboard are checked and if they have a corresponding value in the 

Space, it will be replaced with real value.  
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Another action that is required in page generation step is handling the links between pages and 

enabling healthcare professionals to navigate. This ability is linked to section 2.4.3 C) and it is 

discussed in the next section in more detail. 

Once all the spaces in environment are checked, and new pages are generated, the new JSON 

structure is stored as another page, and it will be accessible through the viewer module, and it 

could be edited in the studio as well. 

 C) Navigator 

Having different pages in the dashboard, means that the healthcare professional should be able to 

navigate between pages. To this aim, we introduced the concept of “Hyper Link” in our system, 

which refers to the ability to navigate from one page of the dashboard to another. The complexity 

of navigation lies on the possibility of navigating between template pages. For example, a 

healthcare professional may create a page for showing overall status of patients and she/he wants 

to show more detailed information in another page by clicking on a button. Thus, they can design 

one template to show summarized information and another template page for showing details. To 

create the link, they should link the button to the “detail page” which is a template during the 

design and is not accessible. To tackle this issue, Generation Engine creates the real links when 

the page generation is under process. Once a page is generated based on a template, other pages 

are checked to see if there is any link with the newly created page. If there is a link to this page, 

the link in another page will be replaced with the new template. 

 D) Authentication Manager 

Before loading any content using Dashboard-Viewer and Page-Designer, a verification of current 

healthcare professional and their access levels is performed. Once a healthcare professional is 

logged in AMI-Authentication system, a set of cookies are stored in their browser, which  can be 

used to access other projects across AMI-Platform. Information stored in this cookie, allow our 

system to determine the current logged in healthcare professional and their roles, and once they 

send a request to view a dashboard page, Dashboard-Viewer perform required access level check 

and refuse to load the page if the healthcare professional has no permission to view the page. 
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 E) Dashboard Viewer 

Dashboard-Viewer in our system is responsible for loading the contents of each dashboard page 

and presenting them to final dashboard users (healthcare professionals) in a seamless manner. Each 

dashboard page in our system has a unique identifier which enables Dashboard-Viewer to load the 

layout of the page from our data source. This layout is a JSON-based description of how dashboard 

elements are positioned on the page. Once the layout is loaded, the viewer engine start parsing this 

JSON structure and extract elements of the dashboard and their stored attributes and render all the 

content based on this layout description. 

 

2.5 Conclusion  

In this part of our study, we described our proposed solution AMI-Dash studio, developed using 

agile methodologies based on approaches outlined in this section as a reply to end-user needs and 

technical needs. Technical implementation is also presented, and we have specified how each part 

of the developed solution can reply to the identified needs. Table 3 illustrates involved components 

to reply to technical requirements: 

Table 3 Role of each system component in replying to the identified needs 

 
Realtime Data 

Visualization 

Easy 

Deployment of 

Dashboard 

Low Resource 

Consumption 

Privacy 

Protection 
Scalability 

Dashboard Page Designer  ✓   ✓ 

Dashboard Viewer ✓  ✓ ✓  

Dashboard Generation Engine  ✓    

Dashboard Authentication    ✓  

Chart Designer     ✓ 

 

In next two chapters, we present HCI evaluation and technical evaluation along with their results.



 

 

 

Chapter 3  

Human-Computer Interaction Evaluation    

The aim of performing the Human-Computer Interaction (HCI) evaluation is to determine how 

usable is the proposed solution for final users of the dashboard designer (1 page 44). Therefore, we 

will start in this chapter by providing the general design of our evaluation, followed by a 

presentation of our adapted tools to perform the evaluation. Finally, we present evaluation results 

and discuss them to draw a conclusion.  

3.1 Evaluation Design  

In this part of the evaluation, perceived usability of the dashboard designer on end-user perspective 

is measured. Following provides objectives, hypotheses and tools used to conduct this part of the 

evaluation. 

• General objective: Evaluate to which extent the design satisfies to user needs/requirements 

• Specific objectives: 

• Determine how easy users can configure components and to which extent they are able to 

understand the usage of components and their suitable handling.  

• Determine the overall usability of the proposed solution using standard questionnaires for 

evaluating usability  
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• Determine the workload on users while they are designing dashboards  

• Hypotheses: 

• Users can easily create their intended design, configure dashboard components, and 

understand how each component can be used in their desired design 

• The proposed dashboard designer is usable, and its usability index is above 70 

• The Task Load is low  

• Tools: 

• Specific questionnaires designed to evaluation each task 

• System Usability Scale (SUS) [66, 41, 67], questionnaire for User Interaction Satisfaction 

(QUIS) [68, 69], and NASA Task Load Index (NASA TLX) [70, 71]  for the overall 

evaluation of the proposed solution.  

The general evaluation of HCI is performed in four major sections:  A) the evaluation starts with 

a software specific questionnaires, followed by three generic questionnaires after designing a real 

dashboard, targeted to measure,  B) Usability,  C) User Interaction Satisfaction and  D) Perceived 

Usability. 

Following details about the tools used in the HCI evaluation. 

 A) Software Specific Questionnaire 

To assess the experience of user about the implemented solution, a set of questionnaires are 

designed (1 page 44). Our questionnaires are inspired by standard SUS [66] and aimed to evaluate the 

main factors of usability (learnability, memorability, satisfaction, and efficiency) with a number 

of questions that are very specific to the implemented solution. These software specific 

questionnaires enable us to better evaluate the user experience. Our questionnaires are divided into 

three different parts.  The first questionnaire target measuring the usability of the system after users 

interacting with components of the proposed dashboard designer, and they are not yet involved in 

tasks requiring combinations of elements. The second questionnaire asks users to work on more 

complex tasks that require combing several elements together. Finally, the third questionnaire, the 

user needs to rate their experience working with navigation elements and page logic. Total number 

of questions in these software specific questionnaires is fifty-three questions. 
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 B) Usability Evaluation  

We used SUS questionnaire [66] to evaluate the usability, which is a flexible questionnaire that 

can be used to assess usability of any technology. SUS questionnaire includes ten generic 

questions, on a 5-point scale showing the level of agreement, with final scores (once scores are 

transformed as described in the data analysis section) range from 0 – 100. A higher score indicates 

higher levels of software usability. Generally, a system with SUS score above 70 is considered 

acceptable in terms of usability; a lower score indicates the need for more improvements.   

 C) User Interaction Satisfaction Evaluation  

We used the QUIS to evaluate user interaction satisfaction [68]. QUIS is a tool designed to assess 

the subjective level of satisfaction when users are interacting with a human-computer interface. 

This questionnaire contains demographic questions with six scales, aiming to measure eleven 

specific interface factors. Each factor measures the level of satisfaction of users with that factor of 

the interface, on a 9-point scale. The questionnaire is designed to be configured according to the 

needs of each interface analysis by including only the sections that are of interest to the user. In 

our study, with this questionnaire, the following criteria will be evaluated:  

1 Overall User Reactions  

2 Designer screen  

3 Terminology used in dashboard components  

4 Learning the dashboard designer  

5 Designer capabilities to empower users to implement their intended design  

 D) Measuring Perceived Usability   

We used NASA TLX questionnaire as a subjective measure to evaluate the workload of the user 

while they are performing the standard task [70]. NASA TLX uses six dimensions related to the 

“workload” experienced by the participants when they are performing the tasks, i.e., the demands 

of the users’ mental and temporal capabilities, as well as assessment of performance, effort and 

frustration, all of which impact the participants’ perceived ease of use. The mental demand 

measures how much cognitive effort users will need to use the system. The temporal demand is 

the users’ express of how much time pressure was involved in using the system. Similarly, effort 
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measures the challenges in using the system for users. The performance measures the ability of the 

system to do what the user wants the system to do. And lastly, the frustration measures users’ view 

on the extent to which designed solution can meet their expectations. 

3.2 Overview of Procedure 

Our evaluation was conducted in standard environmental situation. The evaluation started with a 

training session to omit the effect of learning. The training session is followed by providing a time 

to the participants and giving them the opportunity to discover the system on their own. After that, 

participants are requested to perform a set of standard tasks in four phases, each phase focuses on 

certain functionalities of the dashboard. In each phase, participants need to fill out a questionnaire 

to respond to questions designed for each phase. In phase 4, the participants are provided with a 

real dashboard sketch, and they asked to implement the requested design. Once design is finished, 

they are asked to respond to three questionnaires to rate their experience regarding the whole 

solution. 

This goal of each phase is provided below:  

• Phase 0: Welcoming and training 

• Phase 1: Single component tasks  

• Phase 2: Manipulation tasks 

• Phase 3: Navigation and page creation tasks 

• Phase 4: Design a complete dashboard  

In order to keep participants energetic throughout the evaluation, five-minute breaks were offered 

after finishing each phase. More details about our procedure in HCI evaluation of our proposed 

solution can be found in Appendix B. 
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3.3 HCI Evaluation Results  

In this section, we are going to provide the characteristics of our evaluation participants along with 

our data analysis plan. This is followed by presenting the results of software specific questionnaires 

and three overall filled questionnaires. 

3.3.1 Participants   

Twenty-one persons (12 males and 7 females) participated in the evaluation of the new dashboard. 

All participants filled the consent forms for participating in this study. Inclusion criteria are:   

• Able to read, speak and understand English   

• Basic abilities to work with computer systems 

To be eligible, participants had to attend a training session to work with the dashboard designer 

and learn it completely. 

The age of our participants ranging from 23 to 39, and majority of them (17/21) had not used a 

similar dashboard or web-page designers. Due to the difficulty to recruit healthcare professionals 

for the evaluation, the participants are not healthcare professionals but had a university degree 

level and (5/21) had occupations that required computer-related skills. 

3.3.2 Data Analysis  

Descriptive statistics are generated for the responses to our evaluation questionnaires. This 

includes means and standard deviation for continuous variables and counts and percentages for 

categorical variables. All quantitative data are analyze using SPSS Statistics for Windows (Ver 

22.0).  

Following, we present the results of our HCI evaluation. We start by the results of the software 

specific questionnaire, followed by the results of general HCI evaluations. 
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3.3.3 Software Specific Usability Evaluation 

Software specific evaluation (section 3.1 A) performed in three phases. The first phase focused on 

measuring the experience of users with tasks and questions related to one single component and it 

is not involving the combination of elements together. The result of this first step illustrates that 

generally there is a high-level of satisfaction when users are dealing with a specific task related to 

one component. A comparison bar chart is provided in Figure 16. Overall, the result of this phase 

of evaluation shows a high level of satisfaction working with components of the dashboard 

(94% satisfied) 

 

Figure 16 Comparison of components rates 

Meanwhile, the task completion time is also measured by the observer on the evaluation site, which 

its results can be seen in Figure 17: 
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Figure 17 Phase 1 – Task Completion Time (s) 

In the second phase, participants were asked to perform more challenging tasks which require good 

level of understanding of the behavior of components. Figure 18 shows a summary of the results 

of survey filled out after performing these tasks. Based on the results of the survey, the ability to 

learn attributes of components when users are dealing with multiple elements is rated as the highest 

(7.57/8) which can indirectly explain the high rate for the ability to perform tasks in straightforward 

manner (7.24/8), as having insights about the functionality of the components can greatly improve 

the ability to design. On the other hand, confusion between pixel and percentage in the size of 

elements is rated 14%, which is relatively high compared to other rated questions.  
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Figure 18 Software Specific Questionnaire, Phase 2 

Task completion time for this phase is also measured in seconds and its results can be found in 

Figure 19: 

 

Figure 19 Task Completion Time – Phase 2 (s) 

Afterwards, in phase three of software specific questionnaires, the tasks were mostly focused on 

measuring the experience of users once they are asked to perform a set of tasks related to 

navigation in our system. Overall, the result of this phase reveals that navigation functionality in 
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our dashboard has achieved a high satisfaction among the participants. The results of this phase 

can be found in Figure 20. 

 

Figure 20 Software Specific Questionnaire – Phase 3 

The average task completion time in this phase measured 20.23 ± 3.70 seconds for the first task 

(creating a new page) and 36.90 ± 9.01 seconds for the second task (create a navigation button to 

another page and another website) 

Lastly, in phase four, participants were asked to design a complete real dashboard for one of AMI-

Lab deployments based on the provided sketch. This deployment includes more than 20 sensing 

devices divided in different places of an apartment. We used a tab component to organize the 

devices in separate areas and use template charts to visualize information related to similar sensors. 

At the end of the test, all participants were able to design the requested dashboard and on average 

they spend 39.76 ± 6.97 minutes to design the intended dashboard. This phase prepared the 

participant to fill the overall system evaluations as they had to explore all different features of the 

dashboard designer to finish this task. 
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3.3.4 System Usability Scale Evaluation 

SUS is conducted to evaluate the overall usage of the dashboard designer (3.3.4). SUS results 

revealed a high level of usability for our proposed solution. The details of responses in this 

questionnaire can be found in Figure 21. Questions with odd numbers convey a negative question 

about the usability of the system. In order to calculate the SUS, we calculated this formula: (X+Y) 

*2.5, in which X indicates the sum of the question with odd numbers – 5 and Y indicates 25 – sum 

of questions with even numbers [66].  

Questions with even numbers contain negative questions in the questionnaire. Among these 

questions, the highest relative score (9%) belongs to the need of having a technical support during 

the design process. The need for learning new things was second-highest score among the negative 

questions of SUS, in contrast, a negligible score was given to the unnecessary complexity of the 

dashboard designer.  Figure 21 summarizes the results of negative questions in SUS questionnaire.  

 

Figure 21 Results of SUS negative questions  

Regarding positive questions, confidence of participants (measured 3.86) and integrity of the 

system (measured 3.81) gained the highest scores. In contrast, the ability to learn the dashboard 

quickly was relatively the lowest ranked question. Figure 22 summarize the results of positive 

questions in SUS questionnaire. 
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Figure 22 Results of SUS positive questions 

The details of responses for this questionnaire are provided as follows: 

 

 
 

Table 4 Results of System Usability Scale Questionnaire (Descriptive Statistics) 

  

 N Min Max Mean 
Std. 
Dev 

I found the tool unnecessarily complex 21 0 1 0.05 .218 

I thought the tool was easy to use 21 3 4 3.76 .436 

I think that I would need the support of a technical person to be 
able to use this system 

21 0 2 0.48 .750 

I found the various functions in this tool worked well together 21 3 4 3.81 .402 

I thought there was too much inconsistency in this tool 21 0 1 0.14 .359 

I would imagine that most people would learn to use this tool 
very quickly 

21 3 4 3.62 .498 

I found the tool very difficult to use 21 0 1 0.10 .301 

I felt very confident using the tool 21 3 4 3.86 .359 

I needed to learn a lot of things before I could get going with 
this tool 

21 0 1 0.14 .359 

How likely are you to recommend this dashboard designer to 
others? 

21 7 10 9.14 .793 

X 21 11 15 13.714 1.146 

Y 21 19 25 24.095 1.64 

SUS 21 82.5 100 94.523 4.976 
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3.3.5 User Interaction Satisfaction Evaluation 

QUIS questionnaire [68] is used to evaluate the level of user interaction satisfaction (section 3.3.5). 

Based on the results of this questionnaire, system capabilities gained the highest rank 

(ranked 8.65), followed by screen satisfaction (ranked 8.37). On the other hand, learnability of the 

system gained the lowest relative rank compared to other factors (ranked 8.21). The result of this 

questionnaire is provided in Figure 23. 

 

Figure 23 User interaction satisfaction evaluation 

  

The details of responses for this questionnaire are provided in Table 5. 
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Table 5 Results of User Interaction Satisfaction Evaluation (Descriptive Statistics) 

 N Min Max Mean Std. 

Deviation 

Overall Reaction (Difficult / Easy) 21 6 9 8.05 .921 

Overall Reaction (Frustrating / Satisfying) 21 7 9 8.48 .602 

Overall Reaction (Terrible / Wonderful) 21 7 9 8.24 .625 

Overall Reaction (Rigid / Flexible) 21 7 9 8.19 .814 

Overall Reaction (Inadequate Power / Adequate Power) 21 5 9 8.29 1.189 

Overall Reaction (Dull / Stimulating) 21 5 9 8.05 1.071 

Characters on screen. (Hard to Read / Easy to Read) 21 7 9 8.62 .590 

Highlighting on the screen simplifies task (Not at all / Very much) 21 5 9 8.19 1.030 

Organization of information on the screen (Confusing / Very Clear) 21 5 9 8.29 .956 

Sequence of screens (Confusing / Very Clear) 21 5 9 8.38 .921 

Use of terms throughout system (Inconsistent / Consistent) 21 5 9 8.29 1.102 

Computer terminology is related to task you are doing (Never / Always) 21 5 9 8.52 1.078 

Position of messages on the screen (Inconsistent / Consistent) 21 5 9 8.52 .981 

Messages on screen which prompt user for input (Confusing / Clear) 21 5 9 8.33 1.197 

Computer keeps you informed about what it is doing (Never / Always) 21 5 9 8.10 1.261 

Error messages (Unhelpful / Helpful) 21 5 9 7.71 1.586 

Learning to operate the system (Difficult / Easy) 21 7 9 8.33 .658 

Exploring new features by trial and error (Difficult / Easy) 21 5 9 8.29 .956 

Remembering names and use of commands (Difficult / Easy) 21 5 9 8.43 .978 

Tasks can be performed in a straightforward manner (Never / Always) 21 7 9 8.24 .625 

Help messages on the screen (Unhelpful / Helpful) 21 5 9 8.14 1.276 

Supplemental reference materials (Confusing / Clear) 21 5 9 7.81 1.401 

System speed (Too Slow / Fast Enough) 21 8 9 8.86 .359 

System reliability (Unreliable / Reliable) 21 5 9 8.57 .926 

System tends to be (Noisy / Quiet) 21 8 9 8.81 .402 

Correcting your mistakes (Difficult / Easy) 21 5 9 8.38 1.024 

Use of colors and sounds (Poor / Good) 21 7 9 8.57 .676 

System feedback (Poor / Good) 21 5 9 8.00 1.414 

System clutter and UI noise (Poor / Good) 21 5 9 8.71 .902 

System messages and reports (Poor / Good) 21 5 9 8.14 1.389 

System response to errors (Awkward / Gracious) 21 5 9 8.05 1.359 

Valid N (listwise) 21       
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3.3.6 Measuring Perceived Usability 

NASA-TLX questionnaire [70] is used to determine the workload of the user while they are 

performing the standard task (3.3.6). More than 90% of participants were able to successfully 

finish the given tasks over the evaluation process (includes all the tasks in the four phases). 

Physically demanding gained the lowest score overall. The result of this step can be found in Figure 

24. 

 

Figure 24 Measuring Perceived Usability 

The details of responses for this questionnaire are provided in Table 6. 

 
Table 6 Results of NASA Task Load Questionnaire (Descriptive Statistics) 

  N Minimum Maximum Mean Std. Deviation 

How mentally demanding was the task? 21 1.00 3.00 2.0000 .77460 

How physically demanding was the task? 21 1.00 4.00 1.2857 .71714 

How hurried or rushed was the pace of the task? 21 1.00 4.00 1.5714 .87014 

How successful were you in accomplishing what 

you were asked to do? 
21 8.00 10.00 9.0952 .62488 

How hard did you have to work to accomplish 

your level of performance? 
21 1.00 5.00 2.0952 .83095 

How insecure, discouraged, irritated, stressed, 

and annoyed were you? 
21 1.00 3.00 1.3333 .65828 

Valid N (listwise)  21     
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3.4 Discussion  

Our evaluation is performed in three phases. The first phased focused on working with a single 

component. The results indicate that several elements such as “Button”, “Map” and “Container” 

has gained the highest rate among elements. These elements are among the basic elements that 

users can see in many webpages, and therefore they are probably more familiar with them. This 

familiarity along with the straightforward usage of such elements might be the reason for being on 

top of the list. On the other hand, phase 1 results reveal that certain components are slightly more 

challenging for users including “Grid,” “Tab,” “Chart” and “Paper” components. The 

commonality among these components is that three of them are acting as a more advanced 

container for other elements, with more complex setting which might explain why they are rated 

relatively lower. The reason behind these settings is to provide more advanced rendering 

functionality on dashboard viewers. For instance, “Tab” element is used to organize elements, or 

“Grid” element is used to provide responsive pages for the dashboard.  

Task completion time is one of the parameters that was measured by the observers, this parameter 

indicated that how long it takes for a person to start and finish a requested task. Based on the 

results, we can see “Tab,” “Grid” and “Chart” are among the components that took longest time 

for users to finish a given task. On the other hand, “Image”, “Button”, “Text” and “Map” has the 

shortest completion time. By comparing task completion time with their rank, we can see a 

correlation between task completion time and ranked values, suggesting that spending more time 

on task completing has roots in more advance setting of these components.  

The second phase of evaluation focuses on measuring the flexibility of the proposed solution, 

which involved working with multiple dashboard components and more challenging tasks in terms 

of design flexibility.  Overall, design flexibility of the system gained a high level of satisfaction. 

However, compared to phase one which involved single components, we witnessed slightly less 

satisfaction among participants, suggesting that combining elements to reach more flexibility is 

more challenging for participants (the average of satisfaction reduced from 94% to 90%). 

Confusion between the percentage scale and pixel scale was one of the main findings revealed in 

phase 2 questionnaire. The idea behind adding percentage scale to our elements was giving users 

the possibility to adjust the components’ size relatively and not explicitly, allowing them to design 
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more responsive dashboards which better utilize the available space. Creating and arranging nested 

containers was another aspect of this phase, the results show that relatively complex containers 

were slightly more difficult for participants. On the other hand, participants highlighted that it was 

easy for them to understand tooltips and attributes (setting) for each component. In phase three, 

participants focused on performing tasks related to navigation and respond to a questionnaire about 

it. In this phase, we witness most participants performed it in a straightforward manner and the 

results of surveys confirm having a high-level of satisfaction in this phase.  

At the last phase of the evaluation, participants are asked to fill three generic questionnaires 

regarding system usability, Interaction Satisfaction and Perceived Usability. Overall, the results of 

SUS indicated a high-level of usability (94.52) and most of the participants were confidence when 

they were working with our system. However, requiring the support of a technical person during 

the design process and the need for learning new things, gained a relatively high percentage of 

scores. Similar points can be witnessed in the results of Interaction Satisfaction Questionnaire in 

which learnability of system gained the minimum score. If we consider the results of the first three 

phases, we can interpret this result to see which points user faced problems. These points include 

working with percentage scale, grid container and tab components, which are usually not offered 

in other designer solutions, and they need more knowledge to work with them. Although these 

components may reduce the learnability of the system, the benefit that users can get from them is 

higher and enable them to have rich and responsive designs. Overall workload of software is also 

measured to be low as the result of NASA task load questionnaire. 

3.5 Conclusion  

Following we recap our HCI evaluation finding to understand the level that our solution replied to 

mentioned needs in practice. 

 A) Design Flexibility 

Understanding the extent to which we were able to provide flexibility to users is important for us, 

as it is one of the main user requirements (R-EU-A) (section 2.2.1 A). To this end, we included 

several tasks in our evaluation tasks that challenge participants to achieve a design that originally 
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does not exist in AMI-Dash toolbar. These complex designs require users to combine at least four 

levels of elements together to reply to the requested arrangement. Based on the results of task-

specific questionnaire 95% of our participants were able to finish this task proving high level of 

flexibility in our proposed solution. It is important to mention that based on the results of NASA 

task load the average load of most relevant items (mental demanding) was 10% suggesting that 

reaching flexibility in design is not demanding in our system. 

 B) Tailored for Users 

Proposed solution needs to support tailored designed for each user (R-EU-B) (section 2.2.1 B). All 

participants (21) in our evaluation had their own credentials to login into our AMI-Dash system 

and they were asked to start their designs in a newly created project. With designing dashboard, 

all participants had access to their designed dashboard pages immediately after finishing their 

tasks. No comment regarding misrepresentation of the dashboard for a user is reported in our 

evaluation and all participants were able to create and modify a dashboard, proving the capability 

of our system for storing separate dashboards for each user and allow future modification to them. 

 C) Flexible Design of Charts 

Dashboard users need to have access to flexible charts (R-EU-C) (section 2.2.1 C). Multiple chart 

templates were provided for specific tasks and participants had freedom to choose one of the 

templates. We provided no information to the participants about existence of different templates 

for requested tasks. Only two (2/21) participants asked questions to the observer regarding these 

templates. The rest of participants (19/21) performed their task without asking question and they 

used templates normally. Meanwhile, the result of our observation illustrates low errors on the user 

side to choose and use charts templates. 

 D) Easy Representation of Environmental Situation 

Linking visualization elements to real sensors in our deployments was another aspect of our 

evaluation as it can reply to another need of healthcare professional (R-EU-D) (2.2.1 D) tasks 

which involve connecting charts, states, and labels. This form of tasks is asked in both task-based 

questions and procedure for building a real dashboard for AMI-Lab deployment. Based on 
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observations all participants (21/21) were able to perform it in a straightforward manner. 

Additionally, in three (3) direct questions (in phases 1 and 2), we asked participants about 

understanding the linkage between visualization templates and their identifiers which in overall 

gained a high score, suggesting comfortability of dashboard designer users to connect templates 

and data sources to their relevant sensors. 

 E) Fast Dashboard Creation  

We were also interested in investigating that how fast users can design a dashboard (R-EU-E) 

(section 2.2.1 E). To this end, we measured task completion times for different phases of our 

evolution. Measured values demonstrate the fact that participants were able to implement their 

tasks and real dashboard in a reasonable time frame. More specifically, in average all participants 

finished designing a real dashboard in 35 minutes and 20 seconds. Considering the possibility of 

replicating this design for all spaces in deployment place we can conclude that our solution is 

capable of handling large scale deployments.



 

 

 

Chapter 4  

Technical Evaluation 

The aim of conducting this evaluation is to understand to which extent the proposed solution has 

replied to technical requirements outlined in section 2.2.1, more specifically, we target to measure 

the parameters related to technical capabilities.  

Following provides the objectives, and the tools used to conduct this part of evaluation. 

• General objective: Evaluate the technical identified aspects of the dashboard designer 

• Specific objectives: 

• Are Health Privacy Act and confidentiality of information considered?  

• Determine how easy we can deploy a real dashboard  

• Is dashboard capable of visualizing real-time data? 

• How much resources are consumed in dashboard instances? 

• Has the dashboard designer capabilities to support new components to respond to new 

needs  

• Tools  

• Software to submit data to our platform using APIs (Postman) 

• A proxy tool to sniff data exchange between dashboard and our servers (Charles Proxy) 
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4.1 Evaluation Setting 

AMI-Platform has been deployed and running for months now and in several projects located in 

Quebec, Canada. We used our solution in two projects: 

• Apartment deployments: In these deployments AMI-Lab platform is deployed in a number of 

apartments, in which senior residences are equipped with a variety of environmental and 

health sensors which continuously monitor the following parameters: Motion, Temperature, 

Humidity, Illuminance, Sleep factors 

• Senior Residence: In this project AMI-Lab platform is deployed in senior residence in which 

twenty-four (24) seniors are equipped with following sensors and measured parameters: 

➢ Apple Watches: (A well-known smart watch, capable of measuring several health-related 

parameters): Heartrate, Oxygen level of blood, Number of steps walked 

➢ Dexcom Sensors: (a wearable sensor sticks to a patient arm and constantly measure sugar 

level of blood): Sugar level of blood 

4.2 Evaluation Metrics  

To validate the proposed solution, we targeted the full-wing metrics: 1) Privacy prevention and 

security, 2) Fast deployment, 3) Low resource consumption, 4) Real-time data visualization, and 

5) Scalability. These metrics are chosen because they are representative of the technical 

requirements.  

Following we discuss each one in detail. 

4.2.1 Privacy Prevention and Security 

Limiting data access to certain roles was an important identified problem (R-Tec-A). In all 

deployments we needed to deliver different dashboards to our partners. Our apartment 

deployments involved having three healthcare professionals and the Senior Residence project 

needed to be accessed by five practitioners. Our implemented version successfully handled loading 

information for all users and no issue regarding authentication is reported.  
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To assure confidentiality in the communication channel, we used a tool called “Charles Proxy” to 

sniff data exchange between our proposed dashboard and its server. Manual check of headers and 

content of sending and received packets, confirms that all exchanged data is in encrypted using 

standard TLS methods, which makes content confidential, even if it passed unsecured channels as 

it uses end-to-end encryption. Figure 25, shows an example of sniffed data using Charles Proxy: 

 

Figure 25 A sample of encrypted communication between the dashboard and the server 

With performing these two steps, our results confirm that our implementation is capable of 

replying to the identified requirement. 

4.2.2 Fast Deployment 

As mentioned in the introduction, the proposed solution is deployed in several real deployment.  

Our apartment deployments aimed to monitor the older adults while they are living in their 

apartment. Dashboards deployed in these apartments have different floor plans, however, they 

mostly include with five door sensors, seven multi-sensors which measure a number of parameters 
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together (motion, temperature, humidity and lux). A sleep mat is also part of the project to measure 

the sleep-related parameters. Similarly, in another project, we needed dashboards to visualize 

measured data of the deployed Apple Watches and Dexcoms. Once the installment of physical 

devices is finished, we started to design required charts for these projects in Chart Studio, followed 

by creating desired dashboard using AMI-Dash Studio, we were able to simply drag and draped 

required visual elements and connected to appropriate data sources. The whole process of 

designing required charts and design the dashboard itself took roughly 20 minutes for apartment 

deployments and 35 minutes for Senior Residence project. It is important to emphasize that this 

time is required when there is a new deployment with new charts required. Otherwise, we could 

use the chart templates of a similar deployment which will considerably reduce the amount of time 

required to deploy the new dashboard and only leave minor adjustment for having new dashboard 

with can be performed in less than a fourth of the time required originally. Finally, once the design 

step is finished, the dashboard is immediately accessible with no need of performing complex 

procedures. It worth mentioning that developing dashboards using ordinary methods can take 

several months to even years. 

The results of our HCI evaluation also confirm the fast creation of the dashboard (section 3.5) in 

which the average time to create a dashboard for participants was 35 minutes and 20 seconds. 

4.2.3 Low resource consumption 

We needed to ensure that our proposed solution is efficient enough to run for a long time while 

keeping resource consumption optimized. To this aim, we measured the system resources (RAM, 

CPU) consumed by a final dashboard and compare the resource consumption with a similar page 

that we designed statically to comparison.  We run the dashboard with 30 figures and 5 images in 

the dashboard along with normal elements (Texts, Buttons and Containers). As it can be seen in 

Figure 26, the CPU consumption is very little and 97% of the times the CPU was in idle mode for 

our dashboard, suggesting enough efficiency to even run the dashboard in other media like 

smartphones and smart TVs. 
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Figure 26 Overall resource consumption of our Dashboard Studio 

The result of our comparison shows that there is almost no difference between the visualization of 

designed dashboard and the normal web page. Additionally, our dashboard is used for a period of 

two months by AMI-Lab partners and no complaint regarding performance was received. 

 

Figure 27 Memory consumption and number of charts on the dashboard 

In another scenario, we measured memory consumed by the dashboard while our dashboard is 

running and contains a certain number of charts. Each time we added a new chart and checked 

how much memory is consumed by our dashboard. Overall, the results show a reasonable memory 

consumption (around 190 MB with 30 charts). As it can be seen in Figure 27, the trend of memory 

consumption was increasing as the number of charts increases. However, after adding 12 charts 
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this increase started to be less considerable. This has roots in our implementation methods in which 

when a chart is not visible, our system stops sending request and allocating resources for it.  

4.2.4 Real-Time Data Visualization 

In order to measure the delay in visualization, we tried to manually insert a new set of data to our 

data storage and check how long it takes for the new data to be reflected on the dashboard. To this 

end, we used software called “Postman” (Figure 28), which is designed to interact with web 

interfaces and enable us to directly communicate with our backend services and add new data to 

our data source.   

 

Figure 28 Using Postman to inject new test data to our data storage. 

Our data storage model contains a timestamp field, which indicated the exact time a new document 

is inserted in our system. We used this field along with another function which returns exact current 

time (server time) and we added a temporary label on charts to show the difference (delay). We 

set the refresh time of the chart on 100ms and by observed the measured delay and in all cases the 

delay less than 100ms, proving capability of our system to show real-time data. 

4.2.5 Scalability 

In scalability our dashboard designer should be able to respond to changing needs of the health 

monitoring domain. As we used our solution in real deployments of AMI-Lab we faced few use-

cases which were not originally defined in our solution. However, as we have used component-
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based approach in our design, we are able to easily develop new component to respond to any new 

need. This component can be integrated into our dashboard designer and there is no need for 

changes in any other part of the system. As an example, in one of real deployments of AMI-Lab, 

a collaborator asked for the possibility to export the data shown on each chart of the dashboard. 

On our side, we only created the functionally to download data and we were able to integrate it 

with the dashboard. Similarly, another colleague needed to annotate chart data shown on the 

dashboard, which even needed interaction with data sources to store annotated information. In both 

cases the integration process took a short time (less than 30 minutes for integration), and the added 

component worked smoothly with no functional error. 

4.3 Discussion  

Providing a high degree of flexibility to design dashboards and automatically integrate the design 

to the deployment place in one of our main results. A rich set of components are provided to users 

which can empower them to design wide range of dashboard pages, especially when users combine 

the power of the chart studio in which user can create new charts and use them in their dashboard.  

Based on our finding in the literature review, our proposed solution has much higher capability to 

enable users to create and adapt their intended designs. In terms of flexibility in design software 

production line [54]  is the closest solution that enable developers to create dashboards, in which 

the user requirements or usage context is fed to the generation engine to generate the source code 

of the intended dashboard. However, this approach will generate a source code for developers and 

then they are able to modify the generated code to achieve their desired design. Two main 

drawbacks of this approach are 1) they involve developers and technical experts, and 2) the 

generated code will need to be compiled and deployed. However, in our solution, even healthcare 

professionals with very limited technical knowledge can design the dashboard and it is accessible 

right after the design is finished, as the deployment of the final dashboard in our platform is 

performed automatically and there is no specific action required for deploying the designed 

product (section 4.2.2). Tundo et al. [58] proposed using declarative language to increase the 

deployment time. They describe indicators that should be monitored on the dashboard; however, 

their study is limited to handle the changes in the indicators that are visualized, and they did not 
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consider delivering different information to different users based on their role or information they 

need. One of advantageous of our proposed solution is that it has considered both changing in 

indicators and requirements of different users.  

The ability to adapt the designed dashboard to new “Spaces” plays a key role in our proposed 

solution, we read the real-world configuration for other elements in our platform and adapt 

dashboard pages to the real-world configuration. In the literature, agent-based [72] and semantic-

based solutions [55, 73], also aimed to perform similar tasks. In agent-based solution [72], the 

system adapts automatically to each device data-model and adds additional information markers 

which act as a description for the user interface. Data models of devices are held in XML format 

and system will add UI descriptors once the sensor is connected. Another approach, use semantic 

reasoner to infer best possible compositions of IoT sensors data streams [73]. This solution 

personalizes the dashboard views by checking semantically annotated data and available 

visualization services. However, since sensor and data visualization need to be constantly and 

dynamically visualized, which limits the user input to select the preferred visualization. 

Santos et al. [55] proposed a knowledge graph which uses ontology approach to generate 

dashboards automatically for smart cities. The proposed solution required a serialized knowledge 

graphs as the input and it will generate different dashboards accordingly. The user is allowed 

customize the automatically proposed dashboard, which gives them freedom to change the 

configuration before generating the real dashboard. 

The visualization of the dashboard in our solution is independent from any external tool and it can 

work standalone. Tundo et al. [58] provided a solution in which a declaration description of the 

dashboard is provided to their solution, and they provide a configuration layout which can be used 

by other on-the-shelf dashboard solutions to represent the designed dashboard. In other words, the 

user needs to link the output of their solution to another external data to be able to monitor them.  

Authors acknowledge the fact that with this approach, an element on the described dashboard 

might not be able to render on other dashboard solution and therefore they cannot be mapped to 

the final dashboard. Therefore, apart from being depended on third-party tools, there is a risk of 

missing a number of dashboard elements when it comes to visualization.   
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4.4 Conclusion  

In this part of our research, it is important for us to assure that our implementation approaches can 

reply to the identified technical needs (identified in section 2.2.2). Following we recap our 

technical achievements to discover the level that our solution replied to mentioned needs in 

practice. 

 a) Privacy Prevention and Security 

Results of our technical evaluation shows functionality of Privacy Protection which enable 

dashboard users to limit accessing to dashboard based on the roles or users in their organization. 

This functional solution is the outcome of integration of Dash-Viewer with existing Authentication 

system in AMI-Lab, which shows good level of functionality for our proposed solution. 

Additionally, a tool we used to sniff the exchanged data between our server and dashboard, 

confirmed that our communications are all encrypted as they are using SSL certificates. 

 b) Fast Deployment of Dashboard 

As our proposed dashboard is employed in two real-world deployments, we were able to see the 

whole procedure from designing the charts to dashboard layout and delivering dashboard to our 

collaborators. In both deployments, the process of deploying dashboard was smooth and no 

unpredictable challenge occurred.  

 c) Real-Time Data Visualization 

The results of manual experiments with our data source confirmed the capability of our proposed 

solution to visualize real-time data which makes our dashboard solution suitable for use-cases in 

which practitioner requires near real-time data visualizations. 

 d) Low Resource Consumption 

Measurements of dashboard performance factors (e.g., CPU, RAM, Network, etc.), showed a very 

low consumption of system resources. With such system usage factors, we can easily run our 
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dashboards on resource limited systems like smart TVs and Tablets which makes our dashboard 

versatile and accessible through different devices. 

 e) Scalability 

Lastly, new requirements we faced in our real-world deployment gave us the opportunity to 

integrate new components that users asked for. Two new components were integrated into our 

proposed solution to finalize dashboards deployed in AMI-Lab deployments. Which demonstrated 

our system capabilities to accept and integrate well with new components and adapt itself to the 

new changes resulted from technological advancements or changes in requirements. 



 

 

 

Conclusion 

The study presented in this document aims to propose a specific form of tailored dashboards that 

can enable healthcare professionals to create their own dashboards in the context of senior 

residences. Our motivation for conducting this study was supporting healthy aging by supporting 

healthcare professionals to deal with the increasing number of senior residents. Although 

technological solutions such as Remote Health Monitoring (RHM) and the Internet of Things (IoT) 

monitoring can greatly help healthcare professionals to perform their duties, these professionals 

still need a medium that facilitate the understanding of the data generated by these devices. 

Dashboards can provide this medium as they can utilize the power of visual element to provide 

rich information to targeted users.  

We followed an agile approach in four steps to reach our final solution. As the first step, we 

identified the requirements for adaptive dashboards in senior residences. Afterwards, we outlined 

our solution based on our context of work, best practices in the literature of tailored dashboards 

and stacked technological solutions in AMI-Lab. In the third step we implemented a prototype 

based on solutions outlined in the previous step. Finally, in the fourth step, we performed HCI and 

technical evaluation to measure the extent to which our solution is usable for a final user.  

To identify the real needs of healthcare professionals working in senior residences, we explored 

the literature of healthcare dashboard.  We reviewed studies that were close to our context of work 

to gain insight about dashboards use-cases and benefits in the healthcare realm. Based on analyzing 

the results of this review, we extracted a number of requirements that are needed for dashboards 

in senior residences. This diversity of usage, visualization methods and targeted users along with 
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evolving need in healthcare realm make it more reasonable to think about solutions that enable 

healthcare professionals to create their own desired dashboards which can respond better to the 

evolving needs of this diverse set of users.   

To this aim, we started reviewing existing solutions to create tailored dashboards. We found 

different approaches to achieve tailored dashboards ranging from facilitating creation of the 

dashboard source code to personalize the dashboard based on recorded user actions. However, 

none of the existing solutions can be applied directly to reply to the requirements that we identified 

for dashboards in senior residence. After extensive analysis and considering different approaches, 

we based our solution on a combination of two existing approaches in the literature (Model-Driven 

and Web-Knowledge approaches) to reply to the identified requirements. After establishing our 

main approach, we discussed how to address identified requirements. 

We presented in the documents, AMI-Dash, our solution to enable healthcare professionals to 

create their intended dashboards. The implementation of proposed solution is performed on top of 

existing AMI-Lab infrastructure. To provide easy interaction with IoT devices, we integrated our 

solution with AMI-Lab IoT infrastructure which makes it easy for users to connect dashboard 

elements to real sensors in the deployment place. The final dashboard designer enables healthcare 

professionals to create dashboards in an easy manner and provide the option to adapt designed 

dashboard to different deployment places based on information received from AMI-ECT.  

We performed diverse evaluations to validate our proposed solution. To assure the usability of the 

proposed solution and understand how dashboard users perceived the usability of the proposed 

designer, we conducted a set of HCI evaluations, which its results demonstrate a high-level of 

satisfaction among dashboard users (section 3.3). Additionally, to assure the technical capabilities 

of the proposed solution, we examined our solution based on metrics that can reply to the identified 

technical requirements. Technical evaluation also showed satisfactory results and proved the 

capabilities of the proposed solution to satisfy the technical requirements (section 4.2). 

Overall, our proposed solution proves to be capable of covering the information needs of diverse 

roles and user profiles who have a duty to deliver care to senior residences. At the same time, the 

development and deployment costs can be reduced significantly using our solution as healthcare 

professionals can independently design and use a dashboard. With our AMI-Dash solution, there 
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is no need to develop independent dashboards and all users in the organization can satisfy their 

information needs based on one common solution. 

However, there are several limitations in our study. The current implementation of our system is 

coupled with the AMI-Platform and our proposed method cannot be integrated with other systems. 

Additionally, we assumed a dashboard as a patient monitoring tool, and we did not involve 

managerial aspects and procedures in senior residences. For example, in senior residences 

healthcare professionals may have daily assignments of tasks and each day they might need to visit 

certain group of older adults. In this situation, healthcare professionals need to see information 

only for individuals who are assigned to them (in other channels like management systems), which 

is not supported to be handled dynamically in our solution. 

We can envision other future venues for our work. Our solution can be equipped with a middleware 

acting as a driver for other IoT infrastructures, with this approach our proposed solution can 

connect to other existing IoT infrastructure and consume their collected data. Another potential is 

to integrate our dashboard with existing management tools in senior residences and reflect the 

managerial aspects into our monitoring dashboard, so that we can provide more fine-grained 

information on our dashboards.  
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Appendix A  

Human Computer Interaction (HCI) 

Evaluation Procedure 

This appendix provides the details of our procedure to perform HCI evaluating of our proposed 

method. 

 A) Evaluation Environment   

Participants asked to adjust their seats and perform the task while comfortably sitting at their 

workstation.  For all participants, the ambient air temperature  21◦C and the ambient light intensity 

was 500 lux.  

 B) Training Session   

To eliminate the effect of learning, participants are asked to read the user manual of the system 

and understand how the designer is working and they have time to explore the system and discover 

all the aspect of it. In case of any question, they had opportunity to ask for help and explanation. 
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 C) Standard Task Session  

Once training session is finished, we asked participants to complete a series of standard tasks which 

includes working with dashboard designer components and designing a complete dashboard 

according to a mock-up.  These tasks are divided into three separate phases and each phase focus 

on evaluating specific aspect of the dashboard designer. The first three phases focus on product-

specific questions which enables us to evaluate the usability of our proposed solution in more 

precise manner (Efficiency, Learnability, Memorability, Satisfaction). All participants performed 

the tasks in normal body posture for and the total time for the evaluation is 170 minutes.   

This time is divided for four phases as below:  

• Phase 0: Welcoming and training (50 minutes)  

• Phase 1: Single component tasks (15 minutes)  

• Phase 2: Manipulation tasks (15 minutes)  

• Phase 3: Navigation and page creation tasks (10 minutes)  

• Phase 4: Design a complete dashboard (60 minutes)  

Five-minute breaks were available after finishing each task. Soft drinks and snacks are provided 

during breaks in order to keep participant energetic throughout the evaluation. In each phase 

participants need to fill out the questionnaire. AMI-Survey system is used to receive the 

participants’ responses. The questionnaires are previously designed in this system. For each 

participant, required credentials are created before the evaluation time.  

 D) Observing Participants  

As part of our evaluation, we aimed to collect qualitative data which can provide us with 

information about the real scenarios that happen while users are using components or designing 

dashboards. To this end, each participant is observed throughout the evaluation and an observer 

took note of the way participants are interacting with software. Observer should follow several 

rules including:  

• Observer must sit in an appropriate place which is not affecting participants’ line of sight 

and focus.   

• Observer should not provide advice or correct participants mistakes  
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• Observer should try to be silent to maximum extent possible in order not to distract the 

participants  

A set of guidelines is also defined to prevent observers from missing important events and help 

them to take effective and uniform notes. More especially, observers must take note of the at least 

following events:  

• User mistakes: Examples can be misplacing an item on the panel, setting wrong size for 

components or inability to combine components  

• Task completion time: How much time is spent by the users to complete a given task  

• Frequent actions taken by users: Which actions are used more frequently by user  

• System errors: In case of any system error, observants have to write the exact error 

message   

• User reactions and quotes while they are using the designer 

• User comments   

These guidelines are provided to observe before the evaluation session, and it is followed by a 

short recap meeting to ensure that all observers are on the same page.  

In phase 4, observers should ask a set of questions directly from the participant (while they are 

trying to design a real dashboard). These questions aim to analyze the flow of thoughts, find 

opportunities to improve the design, and understand which tasks are difficult to perform for the 

user.  

• How do you currently do this? (Flow of thoughts)  

• Do you have any ideas to improve the design process? (Opportunity to improve)  

• How can the system help you with that? (Opportunity to improve)  

• What was the most challenging task in your job? (Find difficult task)  

• What problems have you encountered with designers? (Find difficult task)  

• If you had any problem, what was your workaround? (Find difficult task)  
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Phase 0. Welcoming and Training  

In this phase, participants welcomed at AMI-Lab, and they provided with an introduction to the 

system and its goal. In order to have precise responses, we emphasized on the fact that their 

participation is completely voluntary, and they can stop participation at any time they want and for 

whatever reason. Participants received the required credentials to use AMI-Dash and AMI-Survey, 

so that they can use the dashboard designer and fill in the questionnaires.   

The steps are followed:  

• Step 0.1 (~10min): Welcoming participants, clarification on their voluntary participation 

and short introduction of designed system  

• Step 0.2 (~5min): Providing credentials for AMI-Dash and AMI-Survey to users and 

asking them to login into the system and call for help in case of any problem  

• Step 0.3 (~5min): Participants fill in a consent form on AMI-Survey, this acts as a practice 

for them to fill next questionnaires  

• Step 0.4 (~30min): Printed version of AMI-Dash manual is distributed among participants. 

The facilitator(s) respond to questions of participants while they are reading the manual 

document.  

Phase 1. Components Tasks  

In this phase participants are provided with several specific tasks and asked to perform them one 

by one. In the end of each task, they need to fill the questions related to the used component in the 

questionnaire.  

• Step 1.1 (~10min): Performing demanded tasks  

• Step 1.2 (~5min): Filling respective part in the questionnaire after each task  

• Step 1.x: Observation by the moderator   

Phase 2. Manipulation Tasks  

As the second phase, we asked users to perform more complicated tasks. These tasks focus on 

combining the functionality of two or more elements together and reach more complex design. In 

the end, user needs to fill out a questionnaire about performed tasks in this phase.  
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• Step 2.1 (~10min): Performing demanded tasks  

• Step 2.2 (~5min): Filling the questionnaire  

• Step 2.x: Observation by the moderator   

Phase 3. Navigation and Page Creation Tasks  

In this phase, the user should perform more tasks related to page creation and navigation between 

them. These tasks focus on the division of element elements on different pages to reach more 

complex design. In the end, the participants need to fill out a questionnaire about performed tasks 

in this phase.  

• Step 3.1 (~10min): Performing demanded tasks  

• Step 3.2 (~5min): Filling the questionnaire  

• Step 3.x: Observation by the moderator   

Phase 4. Creating a real dashboard   

In this phase participants are asked to create a real dashboard for one of AMI-Lab deployments. A 

layout of desired dashboard (as an image) along with the required parameters (in a normal text 

file) is provided to participants. They had 50 minutes to work on this design. At the end of this 

phase, participants are asked to fill other questionnaires (SUS, User interaction satisfaction and 

Perceived usability) to rate their experience using the dashboard designer.   

• Step 1 (~45min): Performing demand task  

• Step 2 (~15min): Filling questionnaires (SUS, User interaction satisfaction, Perceived 

usability) 

Step x: Observation by the moderator   
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Appendix B  

Important Page Designer Components 

Our proposed dashboard solution includes a page designer which consists of a number of elements 

that enable user to design the final dashboard in their preferred way. This appendix list important 

components of Page Designer and explain how each component can help end-user to achieve their 

intended design. 

 a) Grid Container 

This component works with another component “Grid Element” to provide a grid layout for 

the dashboard with rows and columns.  Columns are vertical lines of the grid and rows 

reflecting the horizontal lines in this grid. With a grid layout, healthcare professionals can 

divide the space into a number of regions separated vertically and horizontally and place other 

elements inside these divided areas. A grid system with 12 equal width columns is widely used 

and accepted in modern front-end frameworks, and the same rules are applied on this 

component as well. Any elements inside the grid will specify how much space they need to 

occupy. For example, we may put a figure inside the grid, and it declares that 6 columns will 

be occupied for this element. Therefore, when the grid layout is rendered, half of the width will 

be allocated for visualizing this figure. 
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 b) Grid Element 

This is a complementary component for Grid Container. As mentioned before, elements inside 

the grid need to declare how much space they need to occupy. This element has the required 

property to declare required space to Grid Container. In fact, this component is another 

container which can hold other components inside along with required properties that inform 

Grid Container about the necessary space. There are conditions that an element needs different 

space on different screen sizes. For example, we may want to place two images beside each 

other per row on a big screen (like a desktop machine) and have only one image per row on a 

small screen (like a cell phone or tablet). Grid Element can support handling this condition by 

asking healthcare professionals about the space required on different screen sizes. Thus, the 

healthcare professionals can provide responsive views on different types of devices. 

 c) Chart Viewer 

The main responsibility of this element is to visualize designed charts with Chart-Designer 

(another studio in our platform). When this element is placed on the dashboard, a query will 

be sent to Dash Studio asking for a list of designed charts to enable healthcare professionals to 

choose their desired chart to visualize on the dashboard. Upon selecting a chart, the healthcare 

professionals can adjust its size and place it on his preferred place in dashboard 

 d) Template Chart Viewer 

This component is similar Chart Viewer; however, it is able to adapt itself to new 

environments. Once the chart is selected, the designed chart (structure, defined queries and 

aggregations) is analyzed, and parameters related to the selected chart will be displayed in 

properties section of the component. Using these parameters, healthcare professionals can 

change the values of the sample query defined the chart designer. For instance, the healthcare 

professionals may design a chart for visualizing the temperature of the room number 3. The 

room number is a parameter that can be extracted from the design and can be shown as a 

parameter of the dashboard designer. Therefore, healthcare professionals can show the 

temperature for another room by entering the number of the room when he is using this element 

on the dashboard designer. Additionally, if this element is placed on a template page, these 
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properties will be automatically replaced with the respective information in the new 

environment enabling healthcare professional to design one page and adapt it to a large number 

of environments automatically 

 e) iFrame 

iFrame is another component of our dashboard to give another level of flexibility to our 

platform. There are situations in which healthcare professionals may want to link external 

content to the dashboard. For instance, if the interface of external service needs to be monitored 

in integrated way with the dashboard, healthcare professional only needs to provide the link of 

the external service and it will be visualized in our dashboard as part of it. The size of this 

element along with query parameters are configurable in the properties dialog. 

 f) Tab 

This element is used to categorize components in different logical groups and enable healthcare 

professionals to have a better understanding of information related to a specific subject. Each 

tab has a title which explains the data inside, also it has a container able to accept all related 

elements to be visualized under the specific title.  


